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1. 1 I ntroducH on. 

The stud!d of emirnel replacement should drew on not only the theory of 

emirnei breeding but also the theory of economic replacement. The theory 

of econorni c replacement depends on knm·vl edge of operations research end 

investment theory. The purpose of this study is to combine these arees of 

knov·tledge to develop C! ranking system \flhich can be used as e rnanagement 

guide to C!id the dair!J cow repiecement decision process. 

Decisions to rep 1 ece dairy cov·ts are either vo 1 untary or involuntary. 

I nvo 1 untery decisions are, predominantly, not in the f C~rrner's contro i and 

inc 1 ude deC!th .. berrenness and rnC~st it is. Voluntary rep 1 acernent is within 

the f C~rmers contro 1 and is common 1 y based on a cornbi nation of subjective 

and objective informE~tion Eibout the cow. To aid the fermer in voluntery 

replacement decisions .. the Livestock Improvement Division of the Nev·t 

ZeEI 1 and De~i ry Board produces production indices e~nd breeding ve~l ues for 

each co\¥ for which the required information is oveileble. The production 

index is a rneesure of a cow's mil kf at production free of the influence of 

ege, herd en vi ronrnent, stage of 1 act at ion emd herd genetic 1 eve 1 ('•r/i ckharn 

et al 1 980). The breeding VC!lue is C! measure of a cows genetic vE~1ue, hC!1f 

of this genetic value is trC~nsmitted to the next !~enerotion. These guides 

may excel in selecting u·,ose cows which could be used to improve the 

!~enet i c qua 1 ity of the herd. Hov·tever, on commercia 1 f arrns where i ncorne 

is derived from the sa 1 e of milk and meet, vo 1 untary rep lacernent decisions 

should be bt~sed on com peri son behveen the ent i ci peted income frorn the 

present cow and thet of a rep i E!cernent heifer. In e number of studies, 

techniques i nvo 1 vi ng essenti any this cornpari son have been used to pro vi de 

genere 1 rep 1 acernent guidelines and po 1 i ci es hm·vever, 1 itt i e ottent ion hes 

so fer been paid to the development ol· culling guides for individual cov·ts. 

The aim of tt1i s study is to e~<P 1 ore, deve 1 op C~nd eval ute rnett1ods which 
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ChoP-ter 2. 

2. 1 ReP-1ocement mode 1 s 

In 1 i vestock production systems, farmers common 1 y have es their rna j or 

objectives : 

0 echieving economic profit from their emimels, and 

ii) mointoining or improving the oesthetic quoiity of their onimols by 

type ratings or other tJssessments of their physi eel tJttri butes. 

The importance of, and criterion for, the second objective reflect o Vtlrying 

mixture of motives ond intongib1e factors which moy vory between ft'Irmers. 

l t wi 11 be ossumed throughout this study thot the first objective is of 

pri mtlry interest tlnd the second objective wi 11 be ignored due to the 

difficulties of rneosuring emd defining it, even though it rnoy on important 

objective to mony ftlrmers. Ttlis action is consistent \rtith the observation 

thot formers ore becoming increosingly business oriented following o 

downturn in the agricultural economy ond increased urbonisotion (t1ocArthur 

1975). In this study, ttle cow will be considered as an osset owned and 

operoted for profit. Hence, replacement will toke ploce for economic reosons. 

Several studies have considered the problem of when to replece an asset, but 

few heve eddressed the problem of which osset to replace. 

Before discussion of the rep 1 acement mode 1 s an outline of the economic 

theor!~ which is the besis of the severo1 economic replecement models will 

be presented. 

\¥hen considering the net returns (net costs, profit or utility) generoted 

by em esset there are three rneesures of interest; tote 1 net return, average 

net return and mt~rginel net return. The concepts of totBl and evert~ge net 

return should be we 11 known. The concept of morgi no 1 net return refers to the 
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chemge in the net return occuring from a unit change in time. Therefore, the 

marginal net return can be measured as the slope of the total net return 

curve at any point in tirne. 

·~then an asset generates a number of net returns in future years .. time 

preference for consumption must be taken into account. The time preference 

for consurnpt ion assumes thet consurnpt ion in the present year is pref ered to 

consumption in future years. Therefore, a net return of a given amount is 

worth more if it. is produced in the current yeer than in some future year. To 

celicuiate the decrease in value of the future net returns the concept of 

discounting is used. A discount factor .FJ is introduced which discounts the 

future revenues to their present value in the current year. The discount 

factor is : 

fJ = 1 /( 1 +i) 

1Nhere: i is the interest rate. 

To caiculC~te the present Vfllue from fl stream of net returns from the next n 

years equation 2. 1 is used. 

PV = .fJOR 1 + p 1 R2 + .···· ... ... ... ... ' + pn-1 Rn 

·vvhere: PV is the present value, and 

"R j is the revenue from year j. 

2.1 

The annual i sed present value (APV) of a stream of net returns cen be 

ce1culeted from the present Vfllue. To eneble the comparison of income 

streams for veri ng numbers of years} the concept of annua i1 sed present value 

(APV) con be used. The flnnualised present V6lue can be considered tJ weighted 

average of the net returns, where the ¥teights take into account time 

preference for consumption. The emnuo 1 i sed present value (or onnui ty) is 
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given by: 

APV = PV x Af1F, 

'Nhere: AMF = --'--
1-( 1 +i)-n ... 2.2 

AMF ts the amortisation factor, and 

n is the nurober of !Jears over whicrt tt"1e returns are received. 

The amortisation factor converts tr1e present va 1 ue to a current annual va 1 ue. 

Several replacement models will be reviewed aruj evaluate,j in tt1e 

follovving section. Before discussing these replacement rnodels, the problems 

wrti cr1 exist 1 n cons1 deri ng co·w rep 1 acement deserve mention : 

i) age effects on casrtflo·...vs - cashflo·ws from younger cov·ts tend to 

rise v·.ct·tereas cashfl ovvs from older 

cows tend to decrease, 

iO covv's in a herd t1ave different economic lifespans, and 

iiO non-identical replacement. Identical replacement assumes u·,at the 

cast1flow consists of a number of identical cycles. In this study, 

cows are replaced by heifers. These have different cast·, flows ; 

hence, identical rep 1acement does not occur. 

Faris( 1 960) developed replacement models for cattle fattening, forestnJ 

and orchard enterprises. For the catt1e fattening unit, the objective was to 
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mf.lximise the f.lverf.lge net revenue over time . The time unit v•tf.ls f.l ten ,jf.ly 

feeding period f.lnd, becf.luse of this short period, discounting Wf.IS not used. 

This procedure is known f.IS the asset replf.lcement model. The objective for 

this model is to maximise the f.lverf.lge net revenue or minimise f.IVerf.lge net 

cost over f.l period of time .. usuf.l1ly the life of the asset. This procedure 

f.lssumes thf.lt the period of time or cycle anelysed is representetive of on 
periods of time. This method is inappropriate for the cow replt.:~cement 

problem since the over~:Jge net revenues from one cow's llfetime is not 

representoti ve of the rep 1 ocement's overoge net revenues .The cott l e 

fottening exomple t~ssumed the net revenue curve wes constemt for 

successive ct~tt 1 e f otteni ng 1 ots. The situation where this ossumpti on v•tfls 

invf.llid was f.llso considered t.md from the preceding one lysis Feris( 1 960) 

derived the rule:" the present 1ot should only be cerried to the point where 

the mf.lrginal net revenue anticflpted from the net revenue equf.l1s the 

mt'lximum f.IVereige net revenue anticopted from the subsequent lot". 

Foris( 1 960) further illustrated this concept for em orcht.lrd replacement 

problem. However, such f.l principle is 1nvolid over long time periods becouse 

the Vfllue of fl unit in the future moy be different for the some 1 • .ma ot 

present. To overcome this, Fflris{ 1 960) introduced present volue techniques 

using o discounting procedure. Foris(1960) then restEJted the decision 

criterion EIS: "The optimum tirne to replEice is when the morginol net 

revenue from the present enterprise is equal to the highest annuEili sed 

present volue of the enticopted net returns from the enterprise immedioteiy 

f o 11 o~Ni ng" .A grophi co 1 representation of the morgi nf.ll net revenue mode 1 is 

given in figure 2.1. 

Burt{ 1 965) extended the morginol net revenue replocement model to 

cases where involuntEiry and voluntf.lry rep1Eicement occured. Net revenues for 

eoch period were discounted and weighted by the probobi 1 i ty of eoch event 

occuring. The optimum time for replocement depended on the discount rote , 

shape of the marg1na1 net revenue curve and vv·hether or not involuntary 
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Figure 2. 1 

The opt 1 mum rep 1 acement time for the undi scounted(A) and di scounted(B) 
caseJ assuming identical replacement. 

'$ .. 

b time 

Curve i :marginal net revenue curve of the existing enterprise 
Curve 2 : Average net revenue curve of the subsquent enterprise 
Curve 3: Total net revenue curve of the existing enterprise 
Curve 4: 1jiscounted total net revenue curve of the sut•squent enterprise 

7 

time 

The optimum time for- r-eplacernent for the non-discounted case is at point b 
where the aver-age net revenue of the subsquent enterpr1se equals the 
mergi ne 1 net revenue of the existing enterprise. The optimum time for 
replacement for discounte1j case is at point a, where the mar-ginal net revenue 
( slope d-d) of the present asset equals the rnax1mum average ,jiscounted 
return (slope 0-e) of the subsquent asset. Noting that the maxi mum average 
discounted return is the slope of the llne drawn as a tangent to the discounte,j 
total net revenue curve .. and passes through the origin. 
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replacement took place. The objective of this model was to maximise the net 

revenues of the current and all subsquent assets, which implied an infinHe 

p 1 anni ng horizon. The probability of i nvo i untary rep 1 acement is an important 

component of the dairy cow rep 1 ecement prob 1 em, wheretls, the probobil ity 

of voluntary rep 1 a cement is not a component of the deli f!d cow rep 1 ~Jcement 

problem. A dairy cow repltlcement model's objective would to be to aid the 

decision ~Jssoci a ted with vo 1 untery rep lecement r~Jther them inc 1 udi ng the 

probabil Hy of the event occurring. 

Renkema find Ste1wflgen( 1 978) used these principles to determine the 

optimfll oge of replacement, ond quantified the economic consequences of 

changes in the involuntary replacement r~Jte for a dairy herd. They concluded 

that "a covv of a porticular age should be kept CIS long as her expected 

margintll profit is higher than the expected average profit during tl replecing 

young co\-v's life". They C!lso concluded thot em incretlse in tlveroge herd life 

from to lactations would increase the income from the herd by 

approximately 20% e~Jch yet~r. lncreosing the t~verege herd life above 5.3 

lectet ions introduced the lev·t of demi ni shi ng returns on emy further 

increases in income. Future revenues were not discounted end i dent ice 1 

rep 1 acement v·tas assumed. Hence, the stlrne cashfl ows were used for the 

present and replacement cov·t. Using the same cashfl ow for present ond 

replacement cows cannot be justified since cows tlre replaced by heifers 

which hove different cosh flows. Not discounting future returns resulted in 

the i ncreosed income being overestimated. 

The morgi nal net revenue model is not appropi ote for cow rep 1 ocement 

since the model looks only at one cycle of the process end assumes that this 

cyc1e is representotlve of o11 cycles. This model does not have the obiHty to 

overcome problems caused by different cashflows for each cycle end 

different economic lifespans; for example the economic lifespan for a 6 year 

old cow would be considerably shorter than her heifer replocement. The 

model also assumes e infinite planning horizon which is inappriopate for the 
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cow replacement problem 1Nhere the objective is to maximise the net return 

for the farmers planning horizion, whicr1 could be between 1 to 40 !Jears. 

Korver and Renkema(i979) derived a production criterion, belov·t lfthich 

first lactation CO\¥S should be replaced from an economic vie1Npoint. The 

production criterion was derived from the com pori son of the overage onnuo 1 

income of the present cow and on average rep 1 ocement .The productl on 

criterion was defined as the sum of expected differences bet ween the 

production of the cow in question and an average replacement heifer's 

production. When this value become negot i ve it was considered opt i mo 1 for 

replacement to teke plece. This production criterion is of no value for 

compori ng cow's in different l t:Jctoct ions, si nee the model assumes thot the 

averiJge llnnual income of the present cow is representetive of the overage 

ennual incorne from future generations. This 1NOU1d not be the case for co'Ns 

not in their first lactation because cosh flows from their r-emaining 

economic life would not be the sf:lme as the cosh flows from cow's in future 

generotions. Whereas, the cash flows of a cows in their first lectotion \"tould 

representot i ve of o 11 future cows ossumi ng i dent i Ct':!l rep 1 a cement. 

The cow rep i acement prob 1 em i nvo 1 ves the comparison of cash f1 ows 

speced over different production periods. For comperi son, e lternet i ves must 

cover the seme time period. Aplin et al (1977) suggested using ennualised 

present values to overcome the problem of vering lifespans. Annuelised 

present value techniques were used to overcome the problem essociated with 

compering income from time spons of different length. Comporing two ossets 

by their annualised present values assumes identical replacement~ since the 

annuo 1i sed present va 1 ue of on osset 1 s considered representative of a 

replacement asset in future cycles. Kuipers ( 1982) suggested that the use of 

,jiscounting would reduce the 1mpoct of the differences in revenue between 

the present esset and a non-identical future replacement. 

One study hos used the the concept of onnualised present volues for the 

cov·l relacement problem. Hlubik{1979) designed a model to provide an 
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economic basis for making culling decisions in a dairy herd. The model 

co1culated the present value and annualised present value of each cow. The 

model allowed the user to specify the planning horizon for each cow. in this 

study} the t 1 me to replace was when the margi na 1 revenue of the defender 

was less than the annualised present value of the challenger. This was the 

same criteria as used in the marginal net revenue modeL However, results 

from Hlubik's( 1979) model indicated that the decision to replace was made 

b!J comparison of the onnualised present value of the cows, rather thon 

rep 1 oci ng the defender when its margi na 1 revenue became 1 ess than the 

challengers annualised present value. The defending cows with the lowest 

annua li sed present va 1 ue were considered candidates for rep 1 acernent. 

Speci fi ng f.1 p 1 anni ng horizon overcame the prob 1 em of non-i dent i ca 1 

replacement in the future} since each cow was compared only on their 

rernai ni ng economic 1 if e. 

Kuipers( 1982) described a cow replacement model based on Terbough's 

(1949) model for machinery replacement. The technique resulted in the same 

optimum tirne for replacement as the previous models emd had the same 

limitations(vcm Arendonk, 1984). It did, however, allow depreciation and 

obsolescence of the current IJsset to be IJCCotmted for. Kuipers( 1982) also 

developed IJ replocernent guide based on Terbough's ( 1949) replacement 

model. The guide predicted monthly returns for the current lactotion find the 

first six months of the next lflctation. Individuals with the lm·vest values 

were c.onsidered cemdidates for replflcement. This guide \rtould underestirm:~te 

the potentifll of !JOunger animals and overestimate the potential of older 

animals due to the short time period during which comporsion of the net 

returns took place. This \Nas because the short time period did not teke into 

eccotmt first, the increfJse in cfJshflo\·vs for younger cows BS they reeched 

rneturi ty end secondlY~ the reduction in ceshfl ows ceused by rep 1 ecernent of 

o 1 der cows by heifers. 

Most of the above models have been concerned with the optimum time to 
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rep loce emd have ignored the prob 1 em of \"thi ch ani rno 1 to rep 1 ace and with 

v·thich replacement. Replocernent models developed by Foris( 1960) ond 

extended by Burt( 1965) tJre not tJpp1icable to cow replacement as they do not 

odequotely cope with cashflows of voring lengths ond are unable to overcome 

the problem of non-identicol repltJcement. Nor do they tmswer the question of 

which cow to replace. l<uiper's( 1982) replacement guide provides an answer 

to the question of which cov-t to replace, but the guide does not take into 

account an future revenues of the animoi concerned. Using annualised 

present values to rank cows os indicated by Hubllk(i 979) olso answers the 

question of which cow to replt:~ce. The imptJct of the dept:~rture from the 

identical replocernent assumption in this approach is lessened b!J using 

discounting techniques t:~nd defining o plonning horizon for each cow, and 

hence~ on1y considering the economicolly interesting predic:Uon period. The 

limitation of using such a plonning horizon is thot the model is not 

maximising the future returns over the former's planning horizon. Because of 

the above problems .. most of the replt:~cement models ere unsuitt:~b1e for 

ronking cows on future profitobility, ond no reports of their t!pp1icotion to 

the doiry industry ot lorge hove been published. 

There is tJ need to deve 1 op ond test o mode 1 for ronki ng cows in o seosono 1 

supply dairy herd under grasslond condltions on future profitability , based 

on the onnut:~lised present volue method with o defined plonning horizon for 

each cow. Dynt:~mi c programming ent:~b i es most of the prob 1 ems encountered 

obove to be overc:ome. The theory ond usoge to dote of this technique will be 

presented in the f o 11 owing chopter. 
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Dynamic grogrammi ng:. 

Dynamic programrni ng is concerned with a process which i nvo 1 ves a 

sequence of decisions made over some Ume period (Bellman 1957). 

12 

Rep 1 a cement decisions are made over time and may be considered as a 

sequential decision process. Dynamic programming with markov processes 

1Ni1l be used to consider the problem of cow replacement. The important 

concepts and theory of dynflmic programming 1Nith markov processes will be 

discussed in the next section, which will be followed by a revie'N of 

literflture on the applications of dynflmic programming to cow replacement. 

3.1 An introduction to dynamic P-rogramming with morkov 

nrocesses. 

A model of some given system (e.g. o cow) can be established by 

considering a subclass of stochastic processes,ca11ed the markovian 

processes. A stochostic process is a sequence where the outcome at the 

current stage (e.g. a 1 actot ion) is dependent on the outcomes of previous 

stoges in a probabilistic sense, such that the probability distribution at ony 

particular stage is known 1Nhen the actual outcomes of a11 previous stages 

are known. \¥here a stage is defined as a subdivision of a system for 

example .. the subdivision may be in time or in position. A markov process is a 

stochastic process where the probability distribution of outcomes at any 

given stage depends on the actua 1 outcome only in the proceeding stage 

rot her than the outcomes of a11 previous stages. Ho~rtard ( 1960) 1Nas the 

first to formulate the replacement problem as a markov process and 

showed how dynamic programming could be used to obtain solutions. The 

besic concepts of e markov process ere those of the 'st6te' (e.g. age,celving 

status , ...... .) of the system and 'transit ion· frorn one state to another. 

'fvhen a system is completely described by the values of the variables 
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\Nhi ch defl ne the state, then the system is said to be in that state. The 

system makes state transitions when the vari ab 1 es change to those 

specified by another state. The transitions are indexed in time thus, the 

system can be considered as a discrete-time process. The probabilistic 

nature of the state transitions are specified as the probability of transition 

from state i to state j in the next period. The tremsition is a function of 

state i and state j, not any previous state the system may have been in. 

Since the system must be in one state after the next period then : 

rn 

~ n · · -1 ""nd 0< '"· · < 1 ....... 1)- u .:. JJ1J-
l"1 

where : m is the number of states and 

rrij is the tronsition probabilit!J from state ito state j. 

\·vhen severa1 processes (e.g. several lactations) are considered, the 

question of optimality arises. Bellman's( t 957) principle of optimality is a 

concise description of the phenomenon which enab 1 es prob 1 ems amenab 1 e to 
I· e. 

solving by dynamic programming solutions to be v_9-fwed as a sequence of 

smaller problems. For example the net revenues from a cow over the next ten 

years may be divided into 10, one-year periods. Bellman ( 1 957) stated the 

principle of optimalit!J as:" an optimal policy has the property that 

whatever the initial state and decision are, the remaining decisions must 

constitute an optimal policy with regard to the decision", ie ., past events 

vv-i11 not influence the future decision at an!J stage. t1oreover, any portion of 

a time sequence of optimal state values is also optimal. 

From the above principle of optimality it is possible to use dynamic 

programming to formulate a recursive relationship between each of the 

smaller problems (stages) of the sequence. The problem can be specified 

vrhen a system is in one of m states and a decision k is chosen from the set 
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of s decisions. The return (for example the net present value) from the 

first stage is R1/, if decision k is made enabling the system to move from 

state i to state j.The objective is to maximise the expected returns over 

the next n stages .. so a discount factor fJ is introduced. 

The expected return from the system in rnoving from state i to state j can 

be represented by the equatlon (the proof is provided in appendix one ): 

Vv'here: $(i) is ttle expected return .. when starting in state i, and 

s is a set of an decisions k 1 to kt-

lf t!Jn(i) is the expected return over the next n periods of time using the 

optimal policy and begining at state i then, if n> 1 : 

...... 3.1 

end thus: 

Equation 3.1 is known as Howard's functional equation, where the 

expected return from the final stage for state j ( $o(j)) is assumed to be 

known (Howard , 1960 ). The expected return in the final stage has subscript 0 

since the opUmizaUon starts at the final stage end moves tov·tards the 

present stage. The method used to solve these equations 'Norks backwards 

for any finite n ( or any finite planning horizon). This series of steps ere 

known as the value iteration method (Howard , 1960). The steps are as 

follows ; 



2. Use the recursive formula (equation 3.1) for n= 1 toN 

to find the optimal policy s(n) at each stage. Where N is the 

planning horizon. 

3. When the optimal policy has stabilised in a constant pattern, stop. 

For example when s(n)=s(n-1) occurs. 

15 

\.Yhen solving dynamic programming prob 1 ems using the va 1 ue iteration 

method, there are two conditions which must be upheld to ensure a valld 

solution. These are the separability and optimality conditions. It is possible 

to sho·w that these conditions are upheld for the formulation given in 

equation 3.1 (see appendix 1 ). 

In this study, a finite planning horizon is assumed to enable the 

maximisation of profit over the period of time the fermer is operating the 

farm. For the case where an infinite planning horizon is appropriate, several 

methods can be used to solve the recursive formula. These include, the policy 

aeration routine (Hov·tard, 1960L linear programming (Ross, 1953) and policy 

va 1 ue iteration (Hastings, 1973). As the time period approaches infinity the 

optimal poHcy stablises. The above methods use the stability of the optimal 

policy as a basis for solving the dynamic programming problem. Thus, these 

methods ere not suitable for solving a dynamic programming problem ·vvith a 

finite planning horizon since stability of the optimal policy cannot be 

assumed. 

Dynt:~mic progrt:~mming hos the odvantt:~ge of placing no restrictions on the 
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nature of any of the functions describing the system (Throsby 1 1968). It is 

we 11 known that cost I return and production functions which describe 

agricultural systems tend to be non-linear and discontinuous due to the 

discrete nature of the input and output patterns. Whereas, dynamic 

programming can handle extremes of non-linearity and discontinuit~J~ linet~r 

progrt~mming for ext~mp1e requires linear functions and c:onstr~::~ints. 

Futhermore, the nature of the system specHi ed by the v~::~ri ous st~::~tes makes 

It possible to include stochastic elements in the tr~::~nsition prob~::~bilities. 

This enobles the model to ~::~c:count for v~::~riation in milk production and other 

vari ab 1 es I and to inc 1 ude i nvo 1 untary rep 1 a cement. 

For the case of a finite planning horizon, not an the elements of the 

model need to remain stotionflry to determine the optimal po11cy using the 

Vfllue iteretion method. Thus )tis possible to increase revenues over time 

(Burt ond A 11 i son I 1965) I end hence eccount for sey, genetic improvement. 

3.3~r-.~======~-=;~===~~~~~~==~=~.~~~~r~====~ 

In El number of Cflses, dynflmic: prograrnming has been used to determine 

optirnol replacement policies for dairy herds. These ore summarised in Table 

3.1. 

.Jenkins ~::~nd He iter ( 1963) were the first to use dynamic prograrnmi ng for 

the cow replacement problem. They formuleted the problem as o 

maximisation of net returns, their methodology closely followed 

Bellman's( 1957) work on dynamic progrornrning. Two different stochastic 

elements vvere introduced into the modeL First, it w~::~s ossurned that for each 

production period there was e given probability of failure, this was 

expressed as e function of age. V-/here failure was defined as both death and 

i nvo 1 untary removal. Secondly, rnii kf at production was assumed to be a 

function of ege. The study wos on illustration of given principles~ rElther them 

an at tempt to so 1 ve a realistic prob 1 ern. The second rna j or study wos tht:~t of 

Giaever's( 1965), ¥thich used Ho\'vard's( 1960) methology as the basic modeL 
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Table 3.1 

A summary of previous dynamic programing studies 

state variables. 

~ I]) 
c c E 0 0 c ...... - E I]) c 

0 -' rD ~ > 0 ...... rD > rD ...._,. 
0 ...... 

!..... ~ ~ !..... 'i- !..... N 
Q.) rD u I]) .:::L. -' s:::. a. !..... 
.0 ~ ~ - s:::. ~ 0 rD •..- Cl) E f=oo u c 0' I - E c .... I]) rD ...... ...... .,.... 
:::5~ -!..... '+- Cl) 1D 1D Cl) 

0 "- 3= - (.) 
S::<'""-· :::::r:t 

s::rD !....Q.) c 0 ...... . ..... 00 !..... 
-~ O.o I]) ...... 

~ 
1D ~ 

S::L -' 
rDOO mE 0) > ~ :::::r:t 0) I]) 

CrD s:: 
~ rD - - -' 1::1 rD c :::5 
o- 0):::5 -' rD ...... ;;o 0 ~ I]) rDID 0 

Dynarni c programming 1-0 <[c 00 u ::c I.L. ID (J) CJ) -:::::r:t u a..-

models. 

Jenkins and Halter- 12 yes 12 no 12 USA 
( 1 963) 

Gi aever ( 1965) 106 yes yes yes a no 00 USA 

Smith ( 1971) 15138 yes yes yes a !-leS 15 USA 
"' 

Stewart et al 2695 yes yes yes yes 12 yes 5/10 USA 
( 1977) 

Stewart et a 1 2695 yes yes yes yes 12 yes 10 USA 
{ 1978) 

van Arendonk 29880 yes yes yes yes a yes 20 Holland 
( 1985a~b. 1986a) 

Killen et al 9 yes 12 no 20 Ireland 
{ 1978) 

Mac Arthur 560 
( 1973) 

yes yes 12 no 20 NZ 

Mac Arthur 560 yes yes 12 yes 20 NZ 
( 1975) 

Mac Arthur No details available --- --- ---- NZ ------
( 1985) 
a : In these studies the stage length varied due to variation in calving interval. 
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This study was important in defining the methodology which has been used 

in most of the later reports. In order to define state variables for milk 

productl on in such a way that the resulting stochastic process \¥as a 

rnarkovi an process, Gi aever( 1965) defined a set of linear combinations of 

305 day mi 1 k production for al 1 lactations up the present loctot ion. The 

resultant sequence of variables gave a markov process. Using this method, 

Giaever( 1965) derived seven production classes(ie, seven discrete intervois 

which described milk production, each production class had on approximate 

range of 490 Htres of fat corrected milk), the transition probabilities were 

computed from a stochastic mode 1 using a mu1t i vari f!te norma 1 di stri but ion. 

The model ol so inc 1 uded a stochastic vari ab 1 e to account for vewi tJt ion in 

eel vi na i nterva 1 s . . _, 

Smith( 1 971) e l6boroted on Gi tJever's( 1 965) study, by not only inc i udi ng 

genetic improvement but also mtJrkedl y increasing the number of sttJte 

veriables describing the system. Smith( 1 971) predicted production in the 

next ltJcttJti on using production in the previous two lacttJt ions .. or the 

previous lactation when only one iacttJtion was tJvailable. The model did not 

predict the product 1 on for heifers with no previous records. He considered 

Giaever's( i 965) method of defining the production class too complex for a 

large rnode1 with a great number of production states and ignored the 

stochost i c re loti onshi ps bet ween previous and current 1 octati ons. 

Smith( 1 97 t) considered the extra cost of computot ion of the transition 

probabilities to account for the stochastic relationships between current 

and previous lactations did not outweigh the loss in precision which 

occurred from breoki ng the opU mal ity pri nci p 1 e. No evidence was presented 

to support this assumption. 

t1ocArthur ( 1973) designed o stochostlc model to study culling decisions 

in New Zeo 1 and dairy herds. This model was used in conjunction with a t"1onte 

Carlo simulation to compare differences between using on optirnal 
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replacement poilcy (derived from dynamic programming procedures) and a 

replacement rate of 20% (based on genetic value). The dynt~mic programme 

did not include genetic improvement. Mt~cArthur ( 1973) found that H took 

about 15 yet~rs to ret~ch a stable policy at the present stage. A stt~ble policy 

is defined by step 3 of Howard's ( 1960) po 1i cy iteration method (see page 

15). 

t1acArthur( 1975) extended his previous model to include genetic 

improvement and to overcome the problem of inclusion of prior information 

in the prediction of the current lactation yield. An iterative heuristic 

procedure was used to cope with the change in genetic 1 eve 1 of rep 1 acement 

heifers. The procedure involved ca1cult~ting the genetic structure of the herd 

and the genetic values of the future heifers. A stable policy was found by 

alternt~ting between the derivt~tion of genetic level of replacement heifers 

t~nd the estimation of the optimal policy. This method was complex; it 

increosed the computation time and mode H difficult to study the effect that 

changes in the rt~te of genetic improvement had on the optimal policies. To 

overcome the problem of including prior information concerning previous 

lactation yi e 1 ds, t·-1acArthur( 1975) specified the production c 1 ass as the 

overage of the previous mature equivalent records. But using overage values 

reduces the effect of any extremes t~nd furthermore .. the expected volue of 

the current production yield is estimeted without giving any regtJrd to the 

di stri but ion oround the overtJge. 

In both of t1t~cArthur's models, on t~verege solvt~ge Vfllue for 611 oge 

groups is used .This overestirnt~ted the returns generated by the repltJcement 

heifers when compared with older cows who had reached their mature 

weights. Neither rnodel took account of variation in calving dtJte, which can 

have an important effect on both mi 1 k and Cfl 1 f revenue. 

ln the model designed by Stewart et al ( 1977) cows stoyed in the same 

production ond weight closs for their entire lifetime. The obsolute 

production for eoch class wt~s chonged by consi deration of the repeat i bi 11 ties 
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of previous lactation records. They found the optimal polices were sensitive 

to changes in the prices received for the milk constituents and the interest 

rate, but not beef prices. They also found that more intense culling occured 

when the planning horizon was shortened. Their model included variation in 

heifer milk production and weight, inclusion of both these sources of 

variation increased the rep 1 acement rate. They cone l uded that the use of an 

average heifer underestimated the value of replacement. However, Van 

Arendonk{1984) considered that this effect was overestimated, because 

there was no variation in the milk production variables describing the cow .. 

si nee the cows remained the same production c 1 ass. 

Stewart et al ( 1978) used the same model as Stewart et al( 1977) to 

compare the 10 year discounted revenues for heifers of four different 

breeds. In this way the profit of eiJch breed WIJs determined using the 

corresponding opt i rna 1 rep 11Jcernent po 1 icy . 

Ki 11 en et a 1 ( 1978) used a simp 1 e dynamic programming mode 1 .. which 

only included stiJte voriables for age .. to compare optimol replocement rotes 

with actual replocement rates in Ireland from 1957 to 1976. 

t11Jc Arthur( 1985) used dynflmic programming and simulotion to 

exorni ne the economic consequences of o 1 ternatl ve culling po 1 i ci es. No 

information is ewoilable on the dynamic programming model. The optimal 

replacement decisions were used to economicolly justify herd testing. 

Von Arendonk( 1985a ,b ond 1986o) deve 1 oped a dynamic programming 

model to determine the optimal replocement policies for doiry cottle in 

Holland. The model included voriation in conception time. In this study the 

milk production stote variables were expressed as percenteges of the 

mature equivolent.. Future production wes estimeted from the current and 

last iectation yield. The optimal policies were found for both replecement 

rates and the i nsemi nation dotes for cows. 

Dymurtic programming overcomes the problems essociated with fitting 

the replacement models to cow repiecement. Hm·vever, to ensure valid 
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results the system must be specified in such a Wa!~ that the markov 

requirement of independence is met. Specifying future milk production as 8 

function of previous records breaks this requirement. Futhermore, if the 

expected net present values are not only depend8nt on the present stotes but 

also on previous st8tes ,then the dynarnic programming equation (equation 

3.1) is no longer valld (Bellman 1957). The effects of such departures on 

optim81ity of the solutions are not known. 

Kuipers( 1982) considered the use of state variables to specify the 

cow system rather than using the cow itself as a m8jor disadvantage. This 

disadvantage is only proportional to the size of the model. Obviously, there 

must be a tr8de off between the size of the model and the cost of 

computation. The size of model will depend on the description of the co'N 

system. 

Dynamic programming t"t8s been used in severel studies. t1ost of these 

studies heve been developed for the non-grassland sHuation where rnllk is 

produced throughout the entire ye8r. The studies which heve concentr8ted on 

the grossland, seasonel, milk production situotion hove not included celving 

date in the models nor have they considered the variation in weight of the 

cow according to age. There is a need to deve 1 op 8 mode 1 which includes such 

variebles. 

Few studies have addressed the problem of markov independence. The 

markov requirement is a problem which is conceptually difficult. To ensure a 

Vf:!lid use of the markovian dymnnic programming frf:!mework as a basis for 

the dairy cow replacement problem, a mf:!rkov process must be defined such 

that the probability distribution of the outcome at any stage is completely 

determined when the outcome at the proceeding stage is given. 

In the present study variation in cows weight and a stote variable for 

calving date will be included to closely model the CO\¥ system in a New 

Zealand seasonal supply dairy farrn. The problem of markov independence w111 

be overcome by using a measure for production which is constant over time. 
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The future milkfat production will be measured as the sum of the additive 

genetic and permanent environmental effects, this measurement will 

overcome the markov independence requirement si nee, the 1 eve l of mil kf at 

production for the current stage will on 1 y be dependant on the 1 eve 1 of 

milkfat production in the previous stage. 

The studies to date have generated optimal rep lacernent po 1i ci es. 

However, their policies have been constn::Jined by factors outside the model's 

scope , such as numbers of offspring reared or purchased to become 

replacements. None of these approaches have been app 1 i ed to the dairy 

industry ot 1 orge. Thus, it moy be more oppropi ate to ut i1 i se dynomi c 

progromming for providing memagement guides vvhich identHy condidates for 

rep 1 ocement. In this study dynomi c programming wi 11 be used to rank cows 

on future profitflbility. This will enable the farmer to choose the nurnber of 

cows to be retained or rep 1 flced. This approach wi 11 not be constrained by the 

number of stock reared or purchased nor by increasing or decreasing herd 

size. This approach should be epplicable to seasonal supply dairy industries 

et large. 
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Chogter 4. 

A mode 1 to est 1 mote the gerf ormonce ~ revenues ond costs of 

doi ry cows in New Zeo 1 on d. 

1 Introduction 

In the previous two chapters severa 1 techniques which enab 1 e optima 1 

replacement decisions to be determined have been discussed. To utilise 

these techniques .. i nf ormation about the expected revenues and costs 

durin!~ the productive 1 if e of the present and replacement cows has to be 

obtained. Futherrnore, information is required about the probability of_ r.md 

the fi nanci a i 1 oss associ a ted with, i nvo 1 untary remove 1 and death. 

An economic index based on predicted month 1 y revenues has been 

developed by Kuipers( 1982). Gortner( 1981) constructed o model to 

eva 1 uote different rep 1 acement rates on a grass i and doi ry farm. The rnode l 

estimated totol herd profitf..lbi1ity rather them considering individuol 

cows. Van Arendonk ( 1984) developed a model for Dutch dairy farms which 

considered seosonal effects on prices and costs. None of these models 

addressed the prob 1 em of seasonal grass 1 and production. 

In this chapter, a model is constructed to estirnate the future 

perf ormemce .. revenues and costs of i ndi vi due 1 cows with different 1 eve 1 s 

of milkfot production. 

Genero 1 concegts 

In New Zealand, dairy production is based on the conversion of grass to 

mllk by grazing cows. Compared to other countries, the quantities of 

silage , hay and meal fed per cow are small. This reliance on pasture 

production dictates the seasona 1 nature of the production of the mil kf at. 

To ensure thot feed requirements of the co·ws ere supp 1 i ed by grass 

production, the calving interval hos to remain equal or close to 365 days 

so that the start of calving coincides with the start of the spring gross 
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growth. The rna j or components contri but 1 ng to the productivity of on~d cow 

ere represented in figure 4.1 

There are numerous economic components affecting the financial return 

ochieved by the dairy em¥. However, costs ond returns which can be 

assumed to be the same for all cows can be ignored, e.g. equipment, 

bui 1 dings ond 1 obour. 

The usefulness of a dynornic progromrning or any economic model to 

predict the future profitability of a cow is dependent on the prediction of 

the cow's future milkfat productlon. 

The rnilkfat production of o cow will be affected by monogernent, 

environment ond the genetic mokeup of thot cow. Environmentol effects, 

other thon those for which correction con be mode, inc 1 udi ng monagernent 

must be assumed random for a 11 cov·ts .The records of c 1 ose relatives will 

be useful for predicting the expected production of a heifer. Once a cow 

hfls records of her own ,the inforrnetion from relatives should be weighted 

accordingly. 

t1ost of the reports summarised in chapters 2 and 3 have based their 

prediction of future production on a regression equation inc 1 udi ng previous 

lactation yields and in some cases calving interval and age at first 

ca 1 vi ng. The 11 rni tat ion of using regressions based on prior production 

records to predict future production is the reliance on having et 1eost one 

previous record. Thus, it is not possible to estimate the future production 

of freshening heifers and consquent 1 y, it is not possi b 1 e to compare 

incoming heifers with existing cows on the basis of future profitebility. 

For this reoson, it is irnportont to hove o prediction method \"thich predicts 
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the future production of an animals which could be potentially in the herd 

in the coming seoson, since all these animols could contribute to the 

income generated from the herd in that season. 

In the following sections best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) is 

described and a BLUP model which allows the estimation of the future 

production of all animals in or entering the herd is discussed. 

BLUP is a stat i sti ca 1 technique \·Yhi ch has been utili sed for predicting 

sire and dam breeding values. The method requires the definition of a 

1 i near mode 1, usua 11 y containing both random and fi ~<ed effects, and en 

re 1 ated assumptions. The det6i 1 s of BLUP have appeared in sever61 

publications, for example Henderson ( 1973). The purpose of this section 

will be to briefly summarise the theory of BLUP .The follO\"'ting section 

will describe the application of BLUP techiques to the estimation of future 

production of dairy cov·ts. 

To describe the theory of BLUP the following reports will be utiHsed : 

Henderson( 1973, 1975 6nd 1977) , Sef.lrl e( 196 7, 1971) ,Schaeffer( 1975) and 

Thompson( 1979). 

Suppose there is a record y 1 from which a prediction of an unknovvn 

y2, are identically and independently distributed with vari~Jnce-covariance 

rnatrix vrr2. The objective is to obtain a predictory2 whose expected 

value is y2. A logical criterion for such a predictor is one w·hich 

rni n1 mi ses u·1e rnean square error H1SE) of the prediction , i e: 

minimise ... 4.1 
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For any known, joint distribution of y 1 and y2 tr1e predictor wrrict·, 

minimises i1SE is E(y21y 1 ). This predictor is known as the best predictor 

(BP) emd is also unbiased. Unfortunately the joint distribution of y 1 and y2 

is usua 11 y unknown or comp 1 ex; thus in practice, BP is not often used. If 

the class of predictions is limited to those that are linear then y2 can be 

predicted as : 

... 4.2 

where: rr 12 is the covariance between y1 and y2, and 

1 is the variance of y 1. 

The predictor of Y-? in equation 4.2 is called the 'the best linear predictor' 
"L. 

(BLP) and is also unbiased. 

If y 1 and y2 are assurned to be jointly nonrra1ly distributed .. then BLP = 

BP. Y./ith BLP the first and second moments are assumed to be knov·m 

\Nithout error. There may be some justlfication to assume that the 

variances and covariances for traits such as milk and fat yield are 

essentially known 'vvithout error', given the large number of such 

estimates. But this is not the case for the means, especially when the 

means represent the means of future records. To overcome this limitation 
/'. 

a futher predictor for !J2 can be derived such that E(y2)=E(y2) and it can be 

shown th8t: 
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\¥here .u is the generalised 1 east squflre (GLS) est i mt'ltor of J.l. The quemt Hy 

y2 is then the BLUP of y2. Oniy GLS estimators provide linear unbiased 

predictors with the smallest MSE. V·/hen the distribution is multivariate 

normal, '!J2 is a best iinear unbiased estimator and maximum likelihood 

estimator of the conditione 1 me em of y2. Futhermore, if the observations ond 

random variables have a multivariate normal distribution the probability of 

correctly ranking pairs of random variables is maximised. 

The usual case is to have a vector of records or observations .. say vector 

~, so that the estimation of each predictor would require the estimation of a 

linear function of~ /·Nhose expected value is the predictor and which will 

also minimise the MSE. In these cases there can be a large number of 

predictants. This ·would require minimisation of a function for each 

predictant. Fortunately, Henderson( 1973) has proved several invariance 

properties associated wlth BLUP solutions) which eliminates the need to 

minimise a function for every predictant. 

Henderson ( 1949) derived a set of equations named the 'mixed mode 1 

equations' \Nhi ch gave BLUP solutions. These equations have made 1t 

computationally feasible to consider large data sets. If M is the vector of 

observations then the rnixed model is: 

M = XQ. + Zy_ + g 

'Nhere: Q. is a vector of known fixed effects .. 

y is a vector of random effects, 

g is a vector of random non-observab 1 e effects associ a ted 

with each record, 

X is a matrix which describes the fixed effects for each 

record and 
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Z is o motrix which describes the rondom effects for each 

record. 

The assumptions for the rnodel are: the vector of rondom effects and the 

vector of random non-observoble effects ore independently distributed with 

meons zero; the vector of random effects ond the vector of rondom 

non-observab 1 e effects are assumed uncorre 1 oted ond: 

~Nhere: ' denotes the transpose , 

V = ZGZ'+R, and 

[
yl [V ZG Rl and var y = GZ' G 0 
_g R 0 R 

G and R are known nonsingular matrices. 

R is an identity matrix in most animal breeding applications. 

The mixed model equations based on the above model and assumptions are: 

r./ 

where: Q is the BLUP of Q and 

1f is the BLUE of !J.. 

Henderson has proved that I andy are both GLS so1ut ions for Q and .Y. 

respectively. 

4.3.3 Al!l!lication of BlUP to the P-rediction of future 

Henderson(1974, 1976) developed models for intraherd prediction of 

breeding volues and real producing abilities. 
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A model for records within a herd is : 

y = X.Q + Z!! +ZQ + §. 

1Nhere: M is a vector of records, 

.. .4.4 

.!J is a vector of fixed unknowns, 

X is o known motrix, 

Z is a matrix which relates the elements of!! to the 

elements of y, 

!! 1 s a vector of additive genetic va1 ues , 

P.. is the vector of nonadditive genetic values and the permanent 

environmental effects , and 

g is the vector of temporar!J environmentt:~l effects. 

The vectors .!d , P.. and g have met:~ns zero. The variance of !! is : 

var!! = Ah2rr 2 y 

where: A is the relationship matrix, 

t-r2 is heritability of the trait, and 

y is variance of records in a noninbred population. 

The veri ance of Q is : 

vt1r Q = !(r-h2)o2!J 

where: r is the repeatability between records, aruj 

I is an identity matrix. 

The variance of g is : 

var §. = I( 1-r)rr2 y 

The model assumes that fl., Q and g are mutually uncorrelated and that the 

additive genetic variance is the on 1 y cause of correlation bet '·Neen records on 

different animals. The variance of animals 1Nith an inbreeding coefficient f 

is ( 1 +h2f)o2 y· The covariance behveen two records from ani mal i and ani rna 1 

j , is h2a1 jrr2 y , 'rthere e1 j corresponds to en e i ement of A . The covariance 

between two records on the same animal is (r+h2f)rr 2 y· 
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The equations for finding the best linear unbiased predictors of.§. end Q. 

end the best linee~r unbiased estimates of Q ere: 

X' X wz x~z 
N 

_b W_M 

Z'X Z'Z+tA -1 z·z N z·_y ... 4.5 a = 
Z'X Z'Z Z'Z+kl 

.•V 

Z'];t _p 

where: t is ( 1-r)/h2 , ie [ve~r ~/var .§.] ,end 
..., 

k is ( 1-r)/(r-hL.) , ie [var ~/ver Q.l. 

The prediction of future production of the itr1 animal is a1 + p1. 

Henderson ( 197 4) reported that the expectations of Q , Q. and .§. were 

unaffected ·when selection and culling v·tere present providing the 

relatlonship matrix was included in the mixed model equations and ell 

animals are represented in the same equations, including those culled. Hence, 

culling and selection do not bias the prediction of Q, Q. end.§.. Futherrnore, 

Henderson ( 1980) has shovvn that, H selection is based on linear functions of 

1!. which have been adjusted for the flxed effects using estimators which are 

unbiased fn the non-selection model, the BLUP 1Nill be optirnum in the 

selection modeL 

It is possi b 1 e to e 1 i mi nate the rows of equation ( 4.5) corresponding to the 

prediction of Q. by absorption since the lO'v"ter submatrix is diagonaL 

Henderson ( 197 4) presented an a 1 gori thm which enab 1 ed the computet ion of 

the absorbed equations: 

[ 
s i 1 

S21 
s21 l [ o l 
S22 ~ -

... 4.6 



The algorithm is as follows : 

1) The diagonal coefficients of the s11 are computed from 

2:1( n1 + k-1 )/{n1 + k) \f'lhere the summation is over animals in that 

season and n1 is the number of records for the i th cow . 

2) The off diagonals of 5 11 ere computed from -2:1 1/(ni + k) where 

the surnrnation is over animals in the particular pair of seasons. 

3) The elements of 5 12 and 521 which equal 1 become k/{n1 + k) 

where the 1 corresponds to anima 1 1. 

4) The diagonal coeffic1ents of 522 become cij - n12/{n1 + k), i=j and 

the off diagonals equal clj , i ::t j where c1 j are the elements of 

Z'Z + tA-l 

5) The e 1 ements of _g 1 become Yv' 1 - 2:1 Y/(n1 + k) ·wr1ere H1e summat 1 on 

is over cows having records in that season an,j w 1 is the i th 

element of X'y. 

6) The elements of _g2 are computed from ky/(n1 + k). 

After solving equation 4.6 Q. can be computed frorn: 
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.. .4.7 

This re lat. i onshi p can provecl b!J considering the f o 11 owing t vvo equations 

derived from equation 4.4: 

X'X.Q + (Z'Z+tA -l )§. + Z'ZQ. = X'V 

X'X.Q + Z'Z§. + (Z'Z +k I )Q. = X'V 

therefore 



(Z'Z+tA-l )~ + Z'ZP.. = Z'Z~ + (Z'Z+ki)Q. 

and 

(Z'Z+tA -l )~- Z'Z~ = (Z'Z+ki)P..- Z'ZP.. 

thus 

tA-l~ = kP.. 

which is the relationship given in equation 4.7. 
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Henderson(197 4) discussed a method which an owed the inc 1 usi on of 

information from AI sire evaluation. The method required the assumption 

that the records of daughters in the sire proof \f'tere perfectly adjusted for 

any fixed effects. Although this assumption may be invalid, it could be a 

good appro xi mat ion si nee procedures in sire eva l uti on do inc 1 ude ad j ustrnent 

for fixed effects (Van Vleck, 1982). The method involves adjusting the 

diagonal of the rnatrh< tA -1 for each sire such thot: 

tA-l becomes tA -1 + p( 1-r)( 4-h2) 

where pis a meosure of the EJccurocy of the sire evaluation. The respective 

elements in the vector Z'y become : 

[2( 1-r)(4+(p-1 )h2)s]!h2(4-h2) 

where sis the sire evaluation which is half the additive genetlc merit of the 

sire.lf pis large then a1 = 2si. Van Vlec~~(1982) has reported the derivation 

of the above ad j ustrnents. 

The data in table 4.1 'vVill be used to illustrate the intraherd BLUP model. 

The objective will be to predict the future production of the dams. 
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Table 4.1 

Data for numerical e~<ample 

season 
t.ot..al number sex dam sire 1 2 7 

·.J 

1 dam -- -- 200 210 205 615 

2 d~m -- -- 185 190 170 545 

3 sre -- --
4 d4m i 3 187 194 381 
5 d-am 2 -- 194 198 392 
6 s:ire -- --
7 dim 1 6 200 200 
e d~m 1 -- :204 204 

total 385 781 1171 2337 

Assuming the relationships between the animals given in table 4.1 then A is 

0 0 1/2 0 0 t/2 1/2 
0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 
0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 

1/2 0 1 '?'J IL 1 0 0 1/4 1/4 

0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1/2 0 

1/2 0 0 1/4 0 1/2 1 1/4 
1/2 0 0 1/4 0 0 1/4 1 

end A -1 is 

7/3 0 1/2 -1 0 1/2 -1 -2/3 

0 4/3 0 0 -2/3 0 0 0 
1/2 0 3/2 -1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 -1 2 0 0 0 0 
0 -2/3 0 0 4/3 () () 0 
1/2 0 0 0 0 7./-1 ·.1 L -1 0 
-1 0 0 () 0 -1 2 0 
-2/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4/3 

,-, 
Assuming h.!-=0.25 and r = 0.5 , then k=2 and t=2. Assuming the model 

given in equation 4.4 then; 



100 
010 
001 
100 

X- 010 . - 0 0 1 
010 
001 
010 
0 0 1 
001 
001 

10000000 
10000000 
10000000 
01000000 
01000000 

Z= 01000000 
00010000 
00010000 
00001000 

~
0000 1000 
00000010 
00000001 

2001 210 
205 
165 
190 

V= 170 
187 
194 
194 
196 
200 
204J 
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Using the b 1 up equations given in equation 4.5 then ; 
2 o o:1 1 o o o a o o o o a o o o a o 
0 4 o: 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 :t 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 b 
a a 6: 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 :t 1 a 1 1 a 1 1 
"((1:i:::~'i · ci · 1 · :.2· ·o· · i ·-2 .:.4;3 ·:3 · o · ·o· ·a· · o · o · ·o· o 
111:0 17/3a 0-4/30 a 0 :o 3 a a a a a a 
0 0 i) 1 0 3 -2 0 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 t: -2 0 -2 6 a a a a :a a 0 2 0 a 0 0 
o 1 t:o -4/3 o o 14/3 o o o :o o o o 2 o o o !' 
0 0 0:1 0 0 0 0 3 -2 0 :0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1:-2 0 a 0 0 -2 5 a :0 a 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 t:-4/3 0 0 0 0 0 011/3: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 o ·1 \3 · · · ci · o · · o ·a· · o · · ci · o ·: · 5 · ci · o · o · ·a· · o ·a· o 
o 1 t:o 3 o o o o o o : o 5 o o o o o o 
0 0 o:o a a a a a a a : a a 2 a a 0 0 0 
o 1 t:o o o 2 o o o o : o o o 4 o o o o 
a 1 1:0 a 0 0 2 0 0 0 :. 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 

""'_p 
0 0 o:o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
a 0 l:a a 0 0 a a 1 0 : a a 0 a a a 1 0 
0 0 1:0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

The solutions to the blup equations ere; 

= 

385 
781 

1171 
615 
545 

0 
381 
392 

0 
200 
204 
615 
545 

0 
381 
3'92 

0 

2aO J 
204 
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[ 193.56 196.54 194.52 3.92 -4.36 -1.27 0.05 -1.56 0.47 2.6 7 

3.47 3.72 -5.14 0.00 -2.54 1.0 i 0.00 0.94 2.01 1 

If the permanent environmentel effects are ebsorbed the blup equations 

become; 

1.6 -.4 -.4 :.4 .4 0 0 () () 0 0 153 
-.4 3.1 -.9 :.4 .4 0 r= .5 0 0 0 ~ 357.75 . .J 

-.4 -.9 4.43':.4 .4 0 .5 .5 0 2/3 2/3 611.06 ................ " ........................ 
.4 .4 .4 : 5.66' 0 1 -2 0 1 -2 -4/3 246 
.4 .4 .4 0 3.66' 0 0 -4/3 0 0 0 = 216 
0 0 0 1 0 3 -2 0 0 0 0 0 

0 .5 .5 -2 0 -2 5 0 0 0 0 ,., 190.5 
0 .5 .5 0 -4/3 0 0 6/3 0 0 0 f! 196 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 -2 0 0 

0 2/3 2/3. -2 0 0 0 0 -2 14/3 0 133.33 
0 2/3 2/3. -4/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 11/3 136 

The solutions to equations are identical to the previous soiuUons for Q. 

and fl. In this case the solutions for P.. cen be generated from equation 4.7. 
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The comP-uter P-rogram. 

The intraherd BLUP model outlined in the previous section has been 

programmed in Fortran77. This program has been applied to the prediction of 

future mnk fat production for darns in five dairy herds with records 

avan ab 1 e for 1982-1983, 1983- t 984 and 1984-1985. Figure 4.2 shows the 

flow of data through the program's operations. Sires \·vere included when 

they had more than one daughter. Darns culled before the 1984 -1985 season 

were not included if they had no daughters in the herd since they contribute 

little information. The sires and dams of the cows in the herd are identified 

by their number in the data set. The data set is arranged from the oldest to 

the youngest animal. The data for each animal include five descriptive 

parameters and their records. These parameters are the 1 dent i fi cation 

number, sex {O=dam, 1 =sireL dam number {default is 0) .. sire number (default 

is 0) and the number of lactation records. 

The records were corrected for age and length of lactation using the 

correction factors given in table 4.2 to give the 305 mature equivalent 

l actt~t ion record. The program computes A- 1 using Henderson's{ i 976) 

simplified method for calcult~ting the inverse of the relationship matrix . To 

minimise the memory storege required by the program the permanent 

environmental effects are asborbed. 

The Gauss-Siedel iteration procedure is used to solve the equations. 

Solutions for the seesonal effects from previous runs can be used to speed 

up convergence. The differences bet ween the each e 1 ernent of the right hand 

side (RHS) in equation 4.6 the elements of the RHS generated frorn the 

current solutions in ef:lch i nterf:lt ion were calculated. Convergence 'Nas 

assumed to have occurred 'Nhen the greatest difference behveen the ori gina 1 

RHS and the generated RHS was 1 ess than an error to 1 erance. The number of 

iterations required for convergence milrkedl y increased as the error 

tolerance increased from 0.001 to 0.0001. In the present study the error 
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Figure 4.2 

A diagram of the flow of data through the intraherd blup modeL 

DATA 

r-------...:::;.·/ 

' ~\ /-
\ 
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-... ___ 
/./ -.... 

,, 
..................... / '-----. /" 

Generates the blup equations with the 
permanent environment effects absorbed 

esults Input prev1 ous r 
for the fixed eff 

... ,., Input the error 
e ects ~ toleranc 

' \,._ 
.... , 

Solve the blup equations using u·1e Guess-
Si ede l method 

.... ~.-

Compute the permanent environmental 
effects 

Calculate the future milkfat production for 
each cow 

Print the results 
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tolerance was set Bt 0.001. On average, the nurnber of iterations required 

for convergence veri erj bet v·teen 30 and 95. 

TEible 4.2 

Age and stage of lactation adjustment factors. 

D<~':IS in miik Adjus1ment ·:'! A•Je Aqe correction f.actors b 
f.adors 

Up to 29 15.88 2 ... 1.341 I 
30-59 5.39 1 

IJI?<IrS 

60-89 3.33 3 ... 1.176 
'30-119 2.46 years 

120-149 1.96 
4 ... 1.068 

15(1-179 1.64 IJI?<IfS 

180-209 1.43 

210-239 1.27 5+ ... 1.000 

.240-269 

I 
1.14 

years 

1270-304 1.05 

a Source Batro ond Lee ( 1981) 

b Source Costle ond Searle ( 1959) 

Cestie and Se~Jrle ( 1959) published \¥ithin herd repeotabllities for 30 

herds; calcul~Jted over 4 yeers. 'with the year/seeson effects eliminated; 

tJ1e estimates varied from 0.16 to 0.75. Ho'Never .. si nee 1959 there has 

been a rnarked change in the composition of tr·ie national herd .. aY·tay from 

.Jersey towards Holstein and Freisian or their crosses. It could be possible 

thot this parerneter hos shifted over the last 25 years. Anon( 1984) 

published an estirnflte of 0.6 J this estimate Wf!S based on 1NOrk done by 

Cast 1 e and Seari e. 



To exemine the effect of the megnitude of repeeyebility on 'rtithin herd 

co\"t ranking, estimates of the future mil kf at production of over 1 000 

CO'NS from 5 herds with records in i 962-1963, 1963-1964 and 1964-1985 

\"tere calculated. Five estimetes of within-herd repeotability \•vere used : 

0.5 .. 0.55, 0.60 .. 0.65 and 0.70. V>/itrlin each herd .. cr·H:Jn!~ing the within-herd 

repeatability had l itt 1 e effect on the ranking of i ndi vi dua i cows tJccordi ng 

to future rnilkftJt production. For one herd of i 68 cows eetch cov·l WEIS 

nmke,j on their future mllkftJt production for each of the five within-henj 

repeotebil it i es . A Speormons ronk corre lotl on wos co 1 cul tJted for each the 

combinations of 't'lithin-herd repeotobllities. These results ore given in 

toble There wos little difference between these results ond results 

for the other herds 

Tabie 4.3 

Spearrnans corre 1 tlti on v•ti thin-herd the nmki ngs of 

individual co¥lS tlccording to future rnilkfot pro,juction for 5 values 

of within-herd repeatabiiH!J 

-::::Ji ..,..... \.Yithi n-herd repeatabi1 ity 

0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0. 70 
..0 
10 ....... 

0.50 •D 1.000 0.999 0.996 0.997 996 
(!.) 

0.. 
(!.) 0.55 L -- 1.000 0.999 0.998 0.996 
"0 
L 
w 0.60 .s::::. 

-- -- 1.000 0.999 0.996 , 
c ....... 0.65 .s::::. -- 1.000 0.999 
...... 
:;s: 

Although o chemge in within-herd repeotobilH!J of 0.2 did chemge the 

estimote of actual future milkfat production, the relative rankings of the 

individuals is more important than the absolute estimate, for a 



rep 1 acement model. As shm·vn above, within-herd ranking of cows is 

relet i vel y robust to chenges in repeetabil ity. In the present study an 

estirnete 0.6 wiil be used. 
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The future milkfet production of an individual cow is given es the 305 

day mature equiveient 'tthich is computed by the intraherd BLUP model 

presented in the previous section. In Ne'tt Zeal end, the payout for deliry 

production is based on fflt content Regionfll price differences can occur, 

these being portly due to voriotion in processing costs between different 

units and the cooperative structure of the doiry industry. Since the 

meosure of production is expressed as the moture equivolent, the estimate 

must be divided by the oppropriBte Bge correction factor when ca1cuioting 

the veliue of production in the current year. The volue of the mllkfat 

production is calculated frorn equation 4.8: 

i'"1FR = (FMFP x 1 / ACF)x t·1FP .. .4.8 

where: tv1FR is the mi 1 kf at production revenues in do 11 ors, 

H1FP is the estimote of the future rnilkfat production in kgs, 

ACF is the oppropri ote oge correction f oc:tor, ond 

t1FP is the price per kg of milkfat in dollars. 

The velue of the ceif born will be dependent on the probability of 

survivt:~l of the ne'rt born calf emd the Vfllue of the bobby calves. The value 

of t:1 c:aif is ct:~lculated from equation 4.9: 

CV = ( 0.95 x BCV) ... 4.9 
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where: CV is the calf value, 

0.95 is the probability of survival (Holmes end \-~lnson 1984) I 

BCV is the bobby calf ve~l ue. 

The herd's co 1 vi ng de~te can influence the 1 eve 1 of feeding ovai1 ob 1 e to 

a cow in y le~ctation and otso her lactation length, both of which win 

affect her rnllkfot production. 

A concentrated calving, provided it occurs the correct time, \¥111 

a 11 ow the herd's feed requirements to motch the e;<pected grass 

production more closely. It v·till also reduce the number of late ca1vers and 

incree~se the fiVerage number of dt~ys in milk for the herd {Holmes and 

\.Yil son 1984). 

Calving de~te voriotion is the major factor influencing lactotion length 

Bmong cows within a herd 0'1act1iilem et al 1984a). Calving dates for cows 

\"tithin o herd ore not norrnetlly distributed obout the meon. t1ocMillan et ol 

{ 1984) using data from t~pproximoteiy 3700 cows in 35 herds in the 

t'-1otomoto oreo reported thot 50:16 of the covts Cfllved within the first i 8.3 

days, the next over the interve!l of 17.5 days and the last 25% over an 

i nterva 1 of 36.3 deys. On average I the the opti rna 1 ca i vi ng spread is 

tret ween 5 to 8 weeks (lv1act'1i 11 an 1975 end HoI mes and \<1/i l son 1984). If 

there wes en unlimited SlJpply of feed) the ma~<imum herd end per cow 

milkfet production 1Nould occur if en the cows were to ce1ve on dei!d 1 of 

the pienned start of calving. Under New Zealand conditions the supply of 

feed is constrained by the spring gress !drowth. Thus, e system where e~ 11 

cows celve on dey 1 of the plenned stort of celving would ceuse o severe 

reed shortage in early lactation. Ret her than nutri t1 ono 11 y stressing the 
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cows under this hypotheti ce 1 situeti on, it is current l !d more desi reab l e end 

precUct!l to sirnply e~irn for a compact calving. Variotion in the desired 

length is ceused by seesonel effects on grass supply in early lactation. 

MacMillan( 1979a) found that comparison of production from groups of 

identicel tv·tins celving at different time intervals, in similar conditions 

to cornrnericia1 herds, resulted in significemt production differences. 

These differences were attributed to differences \·Yhic:h arose in eorl y 

lectation yields. He concluded that eech day's increase in lectation length 

could increase the milkfet yield by 0.7-0.9 kg milkfe~tlco\rt/doy. 

Inducing i flte col vers is o \"tell esteb i i shed monegement proct ice used 

by forrners to concentrote the calving period. A surve!d b!d t1oct'"1i11on et ol 

( 1984o) found that out of 79 formers in the \n/oi koto induced 1 f.lte 

ct~lvers. The proporUon of et~ch herd induced rflnged from 1 to 26. 1 

t·1ost induced cows cf.llved flfter the fi 6 weeks of the plonned colving 

date. \~leich et ell's ( 1979) results showed .. for the 't/ei1ington -Howke Boy 

region , thet a 1 arge proportion of the co'vVS ca 1 vi ng 7 vveeks efter the 

planned start of cet 1 vi ng were induced . 

The procedure of induction, consists of an injection of s 1 m·vl y absorbed 

cort i costeri od f o 1l m~ted .. if necessary, b~J t~n injection of rapidly absorbed 

corticosteriod or prostoglondin 7- i 2 doys ofter the first injection. The 

first injection is odministered 3-6 weeks before the expected colv1ng 

date. tv1flcDiarrnid emd Moller ( 1981) found tht~t 56-58% of cows require bvo 

injections, and on averoge they estimt~ted that 1.7 injections were 

required per cow to induce premeture colving. 

Calves from induced CO\"ts have t1 mortality rate of 20-36% (\"/elch et e~l 

1979, Holmes 1984) cornpered vvith 

(Hoi mes and V>/i 1 son i 984). 

for colves from noninduced cm·vs 

There is no evidence to shm·v that induced cows ht~ve si gnfi ct~nt 1 y 1 o\·ver 

milkfett production or poorer subsequent reproductive ebility, thon CO'NS 

V'lhich calve norrna11!d (V1'ela1 et a1 1979, Holmes and ~\lilson 1 984). 
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A concentn1ted calving period ,provided that lt occurs at the correct 

time of the year, will alloY·t the feed requirements of the herd to more 

closely match the expected grass growth rates of the pasture. \"/hen 

including calving date in a model, the optimum time to ceJlve is not the 

pieJnned start of calving. Although late calvers should be penalised, it must 

be recognised that some opt i mEil CEll vi ng spread exists for each herd. 

Obviously, the optimol time to colve for ony given cow is the plonned 

start of calving) but the herd should be considered es a whoie ond the 

eHect. of o concentroted colving on monogement ossessed .For this reoson 

five categories have been proposed to E!ccount for colving in the present 

model. Table 4.4 surnrnarises the features of the five cotegories. 

Toble 4.4 

A summory of the features of the five calving dote categories. 

Period 

Calf 
t1ortality 

a tv1i1 kfat 
Penalty kg 

l nducing 

Cost 

Caiv1ng date c:at(gonJ 
l 2 

0 7-9 
weeks ·vveeks 

0.05 0.28 

nil 33.6 

ni 1 1.7* vc 
(: 

3 4 J 

11 0-12 1 15 > 15 
I ·vveeks weeks weeks 

b 

0.28 0.28 ------

I 50.4 67.2 ------

1.7*vc 1. 7* vc: ------
I 

a number of dO!JS ot start of period multipied by 0.8kg miH·:.fflt per 

day. 

b cows culled for non-pregnancy or excessive loteness. 

c vc = veterinary cost 
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In most cases it is desirable that cows calve within the first 6 v·teeks 

after the plemned start of calving. This time period defines the first 

categor!J. A 11 cows in this category are assumed to have full term 

pregnanci ·hence the percentage of ct~H mortality is assumed to be 5%. 

CovYs in this category \¥ili not be penelised for the varietion of their 

i ndi vi duel 1 act at ion 1 engths. This is to ensure that the 6 week period 

remains the optimum time to calve. 

It is assumed that inducing 1 ate cal vers is a 1Ni de spread manegernent 

practice which is used to take full E!dvanttJge of the potent i E! l benefits of o 

concentr~Jted ce1 1 vi ng period . Any cows co 1 vi ng outside the 6 week period 

will be considered e1s candidotes for induction. Thus, the model must take 

into occount the cost of induction .. etnd the higher colf mortality. 

The second, third emd forth cotegories correspond to the time periods , 

7-9 , 10-12 and 1 15 weeks after the planned start of calving. It will be 

assumed that cows in emy one of these c6tegories will h6ve been induced 

to calve eerl y. Thus, they will be essumed to hove a higher rate of CCI if 

morte!lit!d (28%). They will aiso incur the cost of induction emd be 

penolised for their shorter 1octotion length since they colved outside the 

optimum period. This penolty 1rtill be ca1cui6ted from the stort of the 

period defined by eoch category. The penoity will equal the number of doys 

from the plonned stort of calving to the beginning of the given period 

multiplied by the loss in mllkfot yield per doy.The ref.lson for using the 

beginning of eoch period is that it is ossumed cows in these categories 

\Nill be induced f.lnd, thus, vrould be expected to calve 7-14 df.lys eor1y. This 

may over-penEllise cows with a cf.llving dElte neor the stEJrt of eE!ch period 

and simi 1 i orl y under-peno 1 i se cov~ts 1Ni th CEll vi ng dotes to\"tE!rd the end of 

the cotegories. But it is not possible to predict the exoct coiving dE!te for 

eEJch onirnEll) since it is not possible to know at whflt sta!~e of pregnE!ncy 

the cow will be induced. 

ThP. f·,· .;' t"'1 c~a·• ~nor" 1· ~ + ,... ........... • .,... • • ·'1·~ ~ ..... l. ·e 1 "ter .. h.-..... i c .. ·e .... , ...... s::.r·t er· .. "'1e -· li l~~:l y ~ I Ul IJU'IY~ 'I'll U t..OIY Q . U!Oil I.J '1'1 ~1'·.~ '-' • . ll 
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plemne,j start of calving and cows ~Nho have not conceive't Co'vvs calving 

after the first 15 weeks wouid have little or no chance of being bred in the 

next season. Hence, their co 1 vi ng interval 1NOU1 d be greater than 365 days, 

WhicJ1 is unsuitable for seflsonal dairy farming. Thus, an covv·s in th1s 

category are assumed unsuitable for dairy production and therefore culled. 

These cows vtill have no rnilk or calf production in the next or subsequent 

seasons. 

As ·wen as defining the 5 calving date categories, it is also 

necessary to define the probability of a cow being in a given calving date 

category in the next and subsquent seasons. To date, no New Zealand data 

has been published \Nhich identifies the variables which effect the calving 

interval of i ndi vi dual cows over successive seasons , nor indeed any data 

v-thich quantifies the changes in calving intervals of individual cows over 

successive seasons. 

Johansson( 1961) cited several estimates of repeatability (OJJ76,0.135 

and 0.133) and heritability (0.0 .. 0.03,0. i 48 and O.O)for calving interval .. 

suggesting that rnost of the variation in calving interval was due to 

temporary environment a 1 effects. Further investigation into the causes of 

variation in the lengtr1 of ca1v1ng interval is beyond the scope of this 

investigation. Consequently, the probability of a cow being in a given 

calving date categonJ in a subsquent season \¥ill be assurned independent 

of age and level of production and dependant only on the previous calving 

date. 

To calculate the probabilities associated vvith calving date the 

following assumptions were made: 

i) the subsequent planned start of calving is 365 days after the present 

p 1 anned start of calving, 

ii) the probability of concepUon is 0.68 (Anon} 1984) 1 
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iii) the gestation length is 283 days for noninduced cows, 

iv) the calving to first oestrus period is 36 days .. emd 

v) the breeding period is 12 V·teeks long. 

To calculate the probat1i1 it i es , the number of t1reedi ng chances cows ... 

(from a given calving date category) r1ave to ct1ange categories or stay in 

the same category r1as to be calculated; these results are presented in 

table 4.5 along vvitr1 date of calving and date of the nrst breeding for each 

category. 

Table 4.5 

The number of breeding chances that cows in a given category have to 

sta!d in the same category or ct1ange to different categories in the 

subsequent season. 

9 date Calvin 
categ ory 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

I 
a 

21 

42 

63 

54 

-

b 

57 

78 

99 

120 

-

i l Subsequent ca !·'ling date •::at.e~Jory I 
1 2 7 

..) 4 

2 1 1 1 

2 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

- 1 1 1 

- - - -

a The average calving date for each category expresse1:l as days after 

U1e planned start of calving. 

b Ttle average start breeding date expressed as days after tt1e planned 

start of ca 1 vi ng. 
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The probability that a cow in category 1 remains in categor~d 1 in the 

subsquent season is the surn of the probabi 1 i ty she conceives in the first 

breeding plus the product of the probability she conceives in the second 

mating times the probability she does not conceive in the first breeding, 

for example : 

0.66 + (0.68 X 0.32) = 0.6976 . 

The probability thot the some CO'N moves to the second colving dote 

category is : 

0.32 X 0.32 X 0.66 = 0.0696. 

The probability the~t the se~me cow moves to the third calving dtJte 

ctJtegory is : 

0.32 X 0.32 ~< 0.32 ~< 0.66 = 0.0223 . 

The probability that the some cow moves to the forth calving date 

category is : 

0.32 X 0.32 X 0.32 X 0.32 X 0.68 = 0JJ071. 

Finally~ the probability that the same cow moves to the fifth calving dote 

category is : 

7b ~ 
1 - ( 0.89fti( + OJJ696 + 0.0223 + 0.0071) = 0.0034 = 0.32 ..... 

Tattle 4.6 ~ives the probabilites of movement from one calving cfltegory to 
.... 

the same or different ct~tegories in the subsquent season. 



TE!ble 4.6 
The probability of movement from the present caiving 
category to a category in the next season 

Subsequent c:e 1 vi ng c:etegor!J 

:::::n 2 3 4 5 
L 
0 
0) 
Q.) 

0.6976 OJJ696 0.0223 0.0071 0.0034 
...... 
iD 
u 2 0.8976 0.0696 (J.0223 0.0071 O.CJ034 
0) 

£: 
·~ 

:> 3 0.6600 0.2176 0.0696 0.0223 0.0105 
iD 
u 

...... 4 0.0000 0.6800 0.2176 0.0696 0.0328 
c 
·~) 
I)") 

5 Q.) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
L 
0... 
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To calcuit'lte the probability that an individu61 cow is in one of the five 

cai· ... ·ing categories in yearn, given she is in one of the five ct'ltegories in 

year one ,a decision tree approE~ch was used. For ext'lmpie, the probE!bility 6 

cow is in ct'ltegory 1 in yeE~r 3 given she Y'fas in category 1 in year 1 can be 
s 

calcu16ted from the decision tree given in figure 4J. Thus, the probability 

of the cow being in ct'ltegory one in !jeC~r 3 ,using the probabilities given in 

table 4.6, is: 

pr( 1, i )3 = (0.5976 X 0.5976) + (0.0696 X 0.5976) + (0.0223 X 0.6800) 

= 0.8833. 

In the present investigation cows 'rtil 1 be eve!l uated up to and inc 1 udi ng 

their tenth iactt~tion . The probt~bilities of movement from one calving 

category to the same or E~nother calving c~Jtegory in a future year e~re 

presented in appendix 2. 



Figure 4.3 

The decision tree for calculating the probability that a 

cow is in category i in year 3, given that she WF.JS in 

category 1 in year 1. 

!Jear 1 

year 2 

!Jear3 

where pr(i,j) is the probability of movement from the ith calving 

category to the jth colving category in the next !dear. 
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Vari ot ion in ca 1 vi ng date \¥111 affect both the vo 1 ue of mil kf at 

production and the volue of the ne1N born calf, therefore equations 4.8 end 

4. 9 he~ve been modified to account for these effects. Equations 4. 1 0 end 

4.11 are the modHied equations for rnilkfett value etnd nevvborn calf value 

respect 1 ve 1 y. 

:x: 50.4] + [pr(4,_1)1 X 67.2)) X r1FP} ... 4.10 
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CV jl = pr( 1 ,j)1 x (0.95 X BCV) + ~}pr0,j)l X {0. 72 X BCV)) 11 

vv·here : T1FRjl 1s the m1lkfat revenue in the lth year for a cov'l who \¥as 

in the jth ca1ving date category in year C 

proiJaiJi 1 i a cow is the 1th calving date 

category in lth year given she 'Nas in the jth calving 

category in year 1, 

cvjl is the f value in the lth year for a cow ·who was in 

the jth caiving date categoqJ in year 1, and 

0.72 is prooab1Hty of survival of an induced caif . 

As wen as the effects on mlikfat revenue and calf value, there is also the 

cost of 1nducing. This is g1ven in equation 4.12. 

IDp = i{pr(i,j)l X ( 1.7 X VC )) 
J I J~2. 

... 4~12 

·where : ID; 1 is inducing cost in year l for a cow who was in 
J. 

the jth calvtng date category in year 1, and 

VC is the veter1nary cost. 

The salvage vaiue of the cov·t is a function of the cow's ·weight and the 

value for manufactur1ng beef. The choice of the beef value for salvage 

value is disputable as this assumes that the removal of cow·s is only for 

slaughter. Where cows are sold for dairy purposes, a better procedure 
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v·tou1 d be to use the rnarket va 1 ue of a cow. However, no data is avail ab i e 

on the disposal of cull cows, so this study assumes cows are only removed 

for slaughter purposes. Quarterman and Carter( 1969) ond tvlacMill an et t~l 

( 1984b) presented liveweights of Friesian and Jersey cows by age. The 

liveweights used in this study (see table 4.7) are based on this data. Table 

4.7 also gives the carcass weights derived frorn assuming e dressing out 

percentage of 0.56. The Sflivege value is calcuie~ted from equation 4.13 . 

v·there: SV k is the salvage va 1 ue of cov·t of age k, 

PI1FP is the price per kg manuf acter1 ng beef..and 

C'rlk is the carcoss weight of a cow of age k. 

Table 4.7 

.. .4. 13 

Uve\·Veight and carcass \·Veight data used in the present stwj!J 

Livewe1ght (kg) Corcass 1,"tei ght (kg) 

Friesian Jersey Friesian .Jersey 

Age Age 

2 351 343 2 197 192 

3 379 358 3 212 200 

4 410 393 4 230 220 

5> 435 411 5> 244 230 

Cows gain ·weight during the years before they reach majturity . This 

weight gain e;;pressed as dollars }results in appreciation of the value of 

the cow. This may also be referred to e~s ce~pital ge~in. There is virtually no 



change 1 n 1i vev·tei ght 1 n later years hence) the differences in so i voge 

values only affect cows in their first three lactations. Equation 4.14 

ca 1 culates the appreciation for a given cow. 
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. . .4.14 

where: Ak is appreciation for a cow of age k. 

In this study a cow is considered an asset. Interest on the capital value 

of an asset is the opportunity cost of that capital. The capital value of a 

cow is assumed to be the cow's salvage value at the beginning of the 

current lactation. The forgone interest is calculated from equation 4.15 

... 4.15 

~tthere: ICk is the interest on the capital value of a cow of a!~e k, and 

I R is the interest rate 

1 

I rnprovements in the genetic capacity of cows to produce mn kf at must 

be taken into account. As logic v1ould suggest) the greater the rate of 

genetic i mprovernent, the shorter the rep l acernent eye l e. \h/lth art ifi ca i 

insemination a could be theoreticaliy possible to get up to 2% annual 

genetic change {Van Vleck, 1 977). in Ne1N Zealand between 0.5- 1.0% has 

been achieved {Anon, 1981 ). To incorporate genetic irnprovement, equation 

4.10 has been modified .. the rnodification is given in equation 4.16: 
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6 
fv1FRJkl = (~~/pr{lj)l) X ( Ftv1FP X 1 /ACF)} + 0-1) X RG! - [( pr( 2,j)l X 

33.6] + [pr(3 .. j)l X 50.4] + [pr(4 .. j)l X 67.2)) X t1FPJ .. .4. 16 

'0there: t1FP Jkl is the milkfat revenue in lth year for a cow of age k in 

the jth calving date category in year 1, and 

RGI is the rate of genetic improvement expressed as kilograms of 

mi 1 kf at per year. 

There is no New Zealand data vv·hich classifies wastage rates according 

to level of production and age. In this study it will be assumed that 

wastage rates are dependent on age but are ir11jependent of level of 

production. Giaever ( 1965) analysed about 12000 records from about 4000 

co\'vs in the U.S.A and concluded that involuntary replacement was 

dependent on age , but not production. Anon ( 1957) pub 1 i shed wastage rates 

according to age_; these rates are given in Table 4.8. it is with some 

reservations that this information is used. It is likely that the frequencies 

of the causes of wastage have changed consi derab 1 y 1Ni th advances made in 

animal health since 1957. This would be especially true for the incidences 

of bloat and metabolic disorders, as on-farm treatment of these problems 

is now cornrnonp 1 ace. 

The wastage rates have been classified into two categories: 

i) those likely to lead to involuntary repiacernent, and 

j n those 1 ike 1 y to result in death 

The v1astage rates for sold for dairying .. old age .. sterility and abortion 
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end mf!st it is \..vere flggregated EIS those 11 ke l y to 1 ead to i nvo 1 untary 

replacement. The wostoge rotes for occident ond injury , co1ving trouble .. 

ttloot, metabolic disorders and deoth and sundry \¥ere aggregated as those 

likely to result in deoth. 

Toble 4.8 

V·/ostage rates for dairy cows f!ccording to oge. 

Percentage of age g-roup culled 

Cnusc of wa.'itage 01' culling Age of cow at begin~ing of season culled 

' 
i ! I 110 2 yrs. yrs. 4 yrs. ;) yrs. 6 yrs. 7 YI'S. 8 yrs. n yrs. years ,, 

l ove1• 
-----,~~------~~-----~- ---------

i I I I I 
--

I I 

I 
I 

S:Jld for dairying ...... . ..... I 2.51 3.20 ,I 2.80 I 2.59 

I 
2.53 I 2.26 

I 
1.96 2.44 I 2.43 

Low production ...... I 6.44 7.51 6.11 5.13 4.58 I 4.46 4.10 4.66 I 4.15 ...... I I I Accident and injury ...... 
\ 

0.66 0.50 I 0.43 0.46 0.51 i 0.59 I 0.84 I 0.96 I 1.32 
Old age and sundry 1.17 1.32 I 1.21 I 1.27 I 1.15 I 1.25 I 1.41 2.38 

\ 

10.06 ...... 
I I 

Disease-
Sterility and abortion 2.29 3.09 3.37 3.50 3.93 4.41 5.33 6.05 8.02 
Calving trouble ·-·.- 0.10 0.09 0.13 0.08 

I 
0.12 0.12 0.12 0.19 0.20 

Mastitis ...... ...... 0.37 0.57 0.68 0.85 1.13 1.01 1.50 2.06 1.73 
Tb. ...... ...... .. ..... 0.25 I 0.28 0.41 0.36 0.44 I 0.32 0.49 0.54 0.38 
Bloat ...... ...... 1.18 I 0.60 I 0.56 0.47 0.62 0.49 0.52 0.38 I 0.38 
Metabolic disorders 0.07 

I 
O.D7 

I 
0.14 0.35 I 0.40 I 0.50 0.58 0.90 0.51 ...... 

I I 
De-ath and sundry .....• 0.80 0.94 0.94 1.10 1.15 I 1.25 1.31 1.65 1.96 

I I I Total disease wastage ...... 5.06 l 5.64 I 6.23 I 6.71 l 7.79 I 8.10 9.85 11.77 13.18 
I I I I I I --- I 
I 

I I ---r--- I I I I I ! Total wastage ...... ...... 15.84 18.17 
I 

16.78 I 16.16 ! 16.56 I 16.66 ( 18.16 I 22.21 I 31.16 
I I I ! I I I ---

I I I I I ! I I II Total number of cows culled 3,438 I 3,222 i 2,354 1,918 I 1,681 I 1,359 1,195 I 1,157 3,3$2 
/ 

I 
\ Total number cows in each I I I 

I 
I 

each age group in herds i 
117,727 

I 

110,151 I I I I 
in survey ...... .....• 121,700 114,032 111,866 8,155 6,580 I 5,209 I 10,885 

I I I I I i I I I 

Reprinted from 33rd Ne\"'t Zealand Dairy Board Report 1957. 

The dot a 1 n tab 1 e 4.8 were submit ted to a regression analysis to enab 1 e 

prediction eqw:~tions for the probaonay of 1nvollmtery replacement (:rrir) 

and for the probability of death (nd), using linear, quadratic or cubed 

terms of 1 actati on number as the independent variables. The involuntary 

replacement analysis (see table 4.9) showed linear and quadratic terms 

were significant whereas linear, quadratic: and cubed terms were 

--

or 
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signficant for deatt1 (see table 4.1 0) The esurnated probabilities of 

Table 4.9 

Analysis of variance tables for Ute rate of involuntary replacement. 

Sum of df t--1~?an squares F statistic 
v.ananoe squares 
Re!lression 

(x'l:x) 
4.60 2 2.60 35.00 

Lin~?ar(x) 3.55 1 3.55 F(.990,1 ,7) = 
Curvature 12.20 
(x21 x) 1.05 1 1.05 

Sum of squares 0.22 7 0.03 
errors 

Total 4.82 9 

Table4.10 

Analysis of variance tables for the rate of death. 

Source of Sum of df t·--te.:m squares F st.atist.ic 
van.anoe squares 

~ion 
) 250.'36 3 83.65 17.26 

Linear(x) 143.67 1 143.67 F(.990, 1 16) = 
CurYature 13.7 
(x2! x) 70.21 1 70.21 

Curyature 
(x31 x) 37.05 1 67.05 

Sum of squares 
12.88 6 2.15 errors 

Total 263.84 9 

involuntary replacement (rr1r) and death (rrd) are computed from the 

equations: 



'". - 2 64- 7,2'-' + 06"2 JJ1r- · ....... {'• · " ... 4.17 

• -? 7 
11,j = -1.0 + 7.B9x - 2.13X"'" + 0.1 b\..) .. .4.18 

vvhere: x 1s the lactation number. 

Table 4.11 gives the observed and estimated rates for death and 

itwoluntary replacement. 

Tab1e 4.11. 

The observed and estimated rates for death and involuntary 

repiacement (%). 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Rates of invo1untan; 
r~l.aoement ~!ates of death 

Est.lm.ated Observedl Estimated Observt>d 

2.5Ei 2.61 5~83 6.34 
2.44 2.20 8.52 8.18 
2.42 2.20 6.96 8.06 
2.52 2.46 8.25 8.21 
2.74 2.80 7.34 8.54 
3.08 2.95 7.26 8.93 
3.64 3.37 9.05 10.1 (I 
4.12 4.08 13.71 12.20 
4.82 4.37 22.28 25.36 
5.64 --- 35.70 ---
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In the previous section the probability of death and involuntary 

replacement was discussed. V.fhen a cow is removed from the herd due to 

either of these two reasons .. she wi 11 be replaced by a heifer in the 

rnodels to be discussed in chapter 5. To avoid overly cornp1icatlng the 

model .. a fixed 1 eve 1 of mi 1 kf at product 1 on for the replacement heifers is 

assumed. This level will be set to the mean value of lactation yields of 2 

~Jear old heifers in the current year. The mean expectation of a 2 year old 

heifer increases 1Nith time to account for continous genetic 

improvement. The replacernent heifer is assumed to calve in the first 



calving date category. 

13 The choice of interest rote. 

The choice of and the interpretation of, the interest rate for use in 

di scounU ng procedures is a traditional point of dispute arnong 

econornists. Anderson et a1 ( 1977) suggest three possible choices: 
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0 the borrowing rate . i.e the compound rate of interest of the cost of 

cop ita l ectua 11 y prevailing if funds ;..vere borrowed, 

ii) the oppununity cost. Lethe rate of interest which could be eerned 

in the most ettract i ve investment, end 

iiO the subjecttve rate of time preference. i.e the rete thot the 

decision meker considers eppropri ete for discounting net 

nows to their net current value. 

Smith (1978) has criticised et~rlier uses of discountin!~ for felling to 

account for i nflt~t ion . ! nstet~d of using the octuol rate of interest he 

derived the following formula to calculote the effectlve onnual rote of 

interest (q) : 

Q = (i-f)/( 1 +f) 

where: f is the emnuol rete of inflation, and 

i is the annuel rate of interest. 

There is the problem of cholc:e of the reol annuol rote of interest. Bird 

emd t1itche11 (1980) discuss two distinct opproochs .. which are the sociol 

U me preference ond the social opportunity cost. The soci el time 



preference revolves eround the concept that consumption todoy is 

prefereJble to consumption in the future. The rate of social time 
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pef erence is a 1 most impossible to measure in the ree 1 1Nor1 d but usua 11 y 

the rete is set tJt about 2-3% per yeer. The social opportunity cost con be 

vie\rted as the tool for achieving the proper balance between the private 

and pub 1 i c sectors. This rate can be meesured and in prect ice is the 

ever~Jge inflation-adjusted rote of return for the private sector. Bird and 

t1itche1i (1980) concluded that the social time preference rate should be 

used 1Nhen eviJ 1 uat i ng nation a i schemes , whereas i ndi vi dual enterprises 

should use the social opportunity cost. 

Table 4.12 

A sumrnflry of Vflri ous interest rates for the 1984 - 1985 season. 

Real annual 
percentage 

Inflation adjusted 
annual percentage 

Average 
private 
s;z.ctor a 
investment 
rate 

14-17.5 

4.2-7.4 

a Source Anon.( 1 985) 

b Source Anon.( 1986) 

Averaoe 
privatE< 
s;z.ctor 
borrowing a 
rate 

13-19.5 

3.3 - 9.2 

Aver<~ge Dairy farm 
public cost st>ctor index b 
borrowing " 

rate nne 

13- 13.5 14.2 

3.3- 3.7 4.4 

·:: The annual inflation rate for the 1984- 1985 season -vves 9.4%a 

In this stud~d the interest rete used win be the inflation adjusted 

private sector interest rate. This rate is the inflation adjusted 

opportunity cost or the social opportunity cost. Table 4.12 sumrnarises 

the 1 nterest rate indicators for the 1 984-1985 season. 
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In this chapter , three methods of ranking cows based on future 

profitability pro j ectl ons are deve 1 oped. ! n all three cases .. U1e decision to 

keep or rep 1 ace is based on comptlri sons of the expected Bverage returns 

from future income streams. The first method calculates the annuity frorn 

the future incomes of individual cows while the second and third methods 

uti 1 i se a d!Jnami c programming approach. The f o 11 o\t-ti ng two sections wi 11 

discuss the speci fi cations of the mode 1 s. 

This model predicts the future net income strearns for individuals for 

their remaining economic life. The remaining economic life is assurned to 

be up to and including the tenth lactation. Thus, a cow starting her fifth 

lactation would have 6 remaining future income stre~Jms .. Y·thereas IJ cov·t 

starting her tenth lactation would have 1 future income stref.lm. The 

principle of discounting is used and thus, etJch future incorne stree~m is 

discounted to the net present value. The tote~l net present ve~lue from the 

income streams is converted to the t~nnuity (or the annue~iised present 

vt~lue). Hence, the model's objective is to rank cows on their onnuit!J 

computed from H1e net present value of individuEll cow's future incomes, 

covvs with the lowest values being ct~ndidetes for rernoval from the herd in 

the corning season. 

A computer program has been deve 1 oped to compute the annuity for 

individual cm¥s and figure 5.1 illustrates the flow of dt~ta through the 

progrorn. 

To predict the net incomes the f o 11 owing assumptions have been made : 



Figure 5.1 

Fl ov·t di agrarn for the annuity rnode 1 program. 

Economic Data 
and 
Probabi 11 ties 

Compute the 
economic 

I parameters 

I ndi vi dual cow data 

..._ ... ......_ __ 
........... 

...........___~ ., .. 
Compute the present 
value of the income .. .... 
stream for et~ch cow 
for each future 
lactation . 

• 
Last 1 actt~t ion for 
this CO'W 

,, yes 

Compute Annuity of I 1 ncorne stret~ms for 
this cow I 

~ 
IPri nt the cow number, 
lher net pr-esent 
vt~ 1 ue and ennui ty 

Last cow 

yes 

End. 
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I 
I 

no I 
I 

I 

I 

no 



(i) the future milkfat production has been predicted from the 

BLUP model presented in the previous chapter, 

(ii) the calving date for the coming season is known, and 
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(iii) an cows vthich are candidates for the herd in the coming season 

are kno'l1n. 

To calcui the net revenues for a given season, revenues and 

fanure and death, the model assumes the cov·t is replaced by a heifer 

replacement vtith an average milk:fat yield (see on 4.1 0). Futhermore, 

the model assumes that the failed cow produces at its predicted le·</el of 

rnilkfat production for the coming season, vthereas in the case of death no 

production is expected . If a cow fails .. income from the salvage value is 

earned but not so in the case of death. Due to assumption (iii), the 

probability of failure is not a component of the equation to calculate the 

net returns in the coming season (year 1) since an the candidates 

available for selection into the herd in the coming season are kno¥m. Thus .. 

the equation for calculating the net returns for season one is: 

NR j k 1 = {[ t1FR j k 1 - i D j 1 + CV j l + Ak - i Ck J x [ i -·J11j (k', 1) ]} + 

{r1d (k', 1) i< [NR 1 Hfr -CHfr]} ... 5.1 

where NRjk i is the net returns of a given cow of age k in calving 

category j 1 n season 1 , 

MFR J k 1 is the value of rnil kf at product 1 on r or a covv of age k in 

calving category j 1n season t , 

l:\1 . . ic the ,...:01if tJ:C!lllo fnr :01 ,... .... ~1.1 in ,...:01hrinn ,...:C~tonnrll i in co:C~cnri 1 
._ t 11 f.._J ~ i •_.Uti YUlYi-• l V! U r_.u II ill c_.t>..JJ "'t ttl~ :_.:..Jt.,\..r!j\-li !:f j !II .,.p_..y._tt_.tt! i 

.! 
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Ak 1s u·,e appreciation for a coY.l of age k, 

!Ck is the interest on capital value for a co·w of age k, 

CHfr is the cost of the heifer rep 1 acement, 

NR 1 Hfr is the net returns of a heifer replacement in season 1, 

ID 1 1 is the cost of i ncluci ng a cow in v1 ng category j in 
J 

season t .. and 

rr d(k' .. 1) is the probabii ity of death for a cow of age k' in season 

1 in season L(These values have been calculated from the 

probabilities given in section 4.12; the values are 

presented 1 n appendix 4.). 

For subsequent seasons \.Y'here probability of involuntary replacement also 

has to be accounted for the the equat 1 on for the net returns 1 s : 

NRjk! = {[ t1FRjki -IDjl+ cvjl + Ak- iCk I X [ 1-·nd (k'J) 1 [1-rfir (k'J) n + 

{-:rrd(k'_.l) x [ NR1Hfr -CHfr]} + {-rrir (k'J) x [ SVk+ NRlHfr_CHfr]} 

... 5.2 

where: ·n1r(k')) is the probabilit~d of involuntary replacernent for a cow 

of age k' in season 1, in season L(These 'v'alues have been 

calculated from the probabilities given in section 4.12; the 

values are presented in appendix 4.). 

The net present value of the income streams is computed from the 

following equation : 

NPV = JJ.NR 1 + .NR2 + .NR3 + ........... . . .. 5.3 



\"there: NPV is the net present vo 1 ue, and 

f.C is the discount rete. 

The annuity is calculated from the net present value usin!~ the 

amortisation factor given in equation 2.2. 

:2 ..:..::.:..=.....;::::::J~.::.:=:..:...;:::;.-r....::....::::;;:J~~=.!..!'...'!..'!.:::JI-!==~ 
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All the studies summarised in chapter 3 with the exception of Killen et 

al (1978) have been concerned with .. at some stage Jinding the optlmal 

rep lacernent policy. This study is concerned 1Nith the ranking of cows on 

future profitability. Dynomic programming con be used to predict the 

future profitobility of income streoms. The future profitobility equals the 

difference between the present vo1ue of future revenues obteined from the 

optimel decisions and the present velue of immediete replacement {Smith 

1971). In this situetion, the present velue of immediate replocement 

would be the present velue of the net returns for en incoming heifer with 

an averege milkfat production {see section 4.1 0). 

Using dynemic progremrning, optimizettion starts et the end of a given 

pletnning horizon, etnd proceeds betck 1Nt~rds in time stetge by stege. The 

rnetximum net present value of ell cetsh flows emticipeted from eetch cow is 

determined ot et~ch preceeding stetge. This process is continued until the 

present stElge is reetched. 

For both the dynElmic models, et stElge is defined as 12 months 1Nhich 

corresponds to one season. Cows are described by three stC~te vari ob 1 es 

nome l y, l actot ion number, moture equi va 1 ent mi 1 kf Elt production Elnd 

co 1 vi ng date. There ere 1 0 possible lectet ion number stfJtes. The mode 1 

essumes cows who heve completed their tenth loctettion are repleced by 2 

yeer old heifers . As previously described, there are 5 cetlving dete stetes. 

There are 52 states describing mature equivalent rnilkfat production 
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Figure 5.2 

Fi o·w diagram for the 
dynamic models programs. 

Read data: 
economic data .. probabn it i es 
and the length of the planning 
horizon 

Choice 
;---------..... ::~ Stage = 1 

( i e current stage) 

no 

yes 

Calculate the keep and replace values for 
this stage. 

Compute the net present vel ue for each I 
state using the recursive relationship 

given in equations 4 and 5.8 for the 
dynamic 1 mode 1 and dynam1 c2 mode 1 
respective 1 y 

I 

I 
I 

Compute the equilavent annual 
r-etur-n for each state fl"'om 
keep ijk. 

Pr1nt Results 

End. 
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horizon given the i nit i a 1 state of the cov·t at the beginning of stage i is : 

$/LkJ) =rna~< r keep(jJJ)l ... 5.6 

The calculation of the APV is the san1e as for the dynamic 1 model . In 

both cases, the APV is used to rank the co·vvs in a herd. The cows with the 

1 ov·test values are considered candidates for cu i1 i ng. 

For both the dynamic rnodels, the transition probabilities ere computed 

from the probabllites of transition for each state variable. The 

probabilities for lectation number ere given in table 5.1. Because of the 

definition of milkfet production, which has the same expectation in ell 

future lacteti ons for a given cow , the probabil it!d of transition from the 

present milkfat production state to another is 0. Conversel!d the 

probability of transition to the serne state is 1.0 

Table 5. l 

Transition probebil it i es for lactation number 

Q) 
0) 
•:O 

c .,..... 

c 
0 

Lactation number in next stage 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

The probab1lities for calving date states have been defined for the 

corresponding ca 1 vi ng date categories. These probabll it i es are presented in 

table 4.6. Combining all the probabilities the following relationship exists: 



Pr[(Lk..l) to (Lk'Y)] = PrO .. l') where j'=j+ l ~:md k'= k 

Pr[(j..kJ) to (Lk'J')] = 0.0 where j';c:j+ 1 and k';c: k 
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\¥here: Pr[(Lk .. l) to (Lk'J')J is the probability of transition from state 

j.kJ to Lk'J ·, and 

Pr(l, 1') is the probabil it.y of transition from ca 1 vi ng date state 1 

to 1'. 

Hence the structure of the transition matrix is in essence the same as in 

t~Jble 5.1 where the 1's are replaced by indentical submatrices which 

correspond to t~Jble 4.6. Thus~ defining the st~Jte variable for milk 

production in such a v·tay that the expectation is the some in future 

1 act at ions .. drasti ca 11 y reduces the amount of computer memory required 

to store the tronsition rnotrix. In this model, it is only necessary to store 

the 5x5 subrnatri x which corresponds to the ca 1 vi ng date probabilities. 

This reduction in cornputing requirements is o desirable property of this 

rnode 1. T\"'tO computer programs in have been 'rtri tten to run the dynamic 

mode 1 s. Figure 5.2/ presents o schemot i c di agrom which i 11 ustrotes the 

now of dota through the programs. 

The costs .. prices and production chart~cteristics used in the above 

models t~re given in table 5.2.The prices ere relt~ted to the everage 

situation durin!~ the 1985 season. (See over for table 5.2.) 



Table 5.2 

Costs, prices end production chf.lrecteri sti cs used in the present study. 

M11kfat in wr1olemiH( for 
manufacture {c/kg) 1 
Bobby calfs ($/head) 1 
1·1anuf act uri ng beef (c/kg) 1 
\let inducing costs ($) 1 
Rate of genetic improvement(%) 
Replacement heifer price ($) 1 

2 
Rep 1 ac:ement heifer product 1 on (kg) 
Interest rate (%) 

1 Source Anon( 1 986) 
vo- i 

2 t·'1ature EquiW1ent 

364.2 
25.3 

I 144.3 
5.00 
0.66 
550 
200 
5.6 
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Figures 6. 1, 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate the results from the annuity .. 

dynerni c 1 and dynf.lmi c2 mode 1 s for three age groups respective 1 y. These 

figures i li ustrate the change in APV for cov·ts in the five calving date 

categories as the milkfat production increases frorn 100 to 300 kiiogrems 

per lactation. Also shown is the impact of the calving date c~Jtegories on 

the APV ¥tit hi n fln flge and mil kf at production 1 eve l. Three 1 actet ions flre 

i 11 ustr~Jted for each mode 1 to indicate possi tr l e trends v·tith i ncreesi ng age. 

There are three rnei n i nter~Jcti ons to discuss: 

{ i) production 1 eve i within ca 1 vi ng date category end t~ge, 

(ii) age within calving date category t~nd production level, and 

(l i i) calving d~Jte category within production 1 eve 1 and age. 

(i) For both the annuity model and d!~ntnnic2 model, the increase in APV 

within a given calving date category and age group_. is directly proportional 

to the increase in milkfat production. This is because the probabilities of 

i nvo 1 untary removal, dee~th, and movement to other calving date ct~tegori es 

are constent, irrespective of mil kf at production. For the dynemi c 1 mode 1 

however, the increase in the APV v·tithi n esge and ce l vi ng dtJte cestegory is 

curvilineesr with respect to milkfest production (see figure 6.2). Except for 

the tenth 1 esctesti on 'Nhere the i ncreese in APV is direct 1 y pro port i ont~l to 

the i ncret~se in mil kf tJt production and the 5th calving date cestergory 

\"'there there is no i ncret~se in APV v·ti th i ncretJsi ng mi 1 kf at production. To 

n 1 ustrate the curvilinear nature of the change in APV, consider the 2nd 
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1 ecteti on and the 1st calving date stete \"there increasing the mil kf at 

production from 100 kg to 150 kg increases the AP'v' by $20 ($530 to $550) 

whereas increasing the milkfat from 250 kg to 300 kg increases the APV 

by $120 ($600 to $820). The difference in the size of the APV increose is 

due to the increasing probobi 1 i ty that a cm¥ wi 11 not be rep laced by heifer 

(as the milkfat production increases replacement is no longer optimal). 

The curvilinear effect decreases as age increases since the time 

diff ere nee bet ween opt i rna i and p 1 an ned rep 1 acement decreE!ses. There is 

no difference bet ween the time of plan ned E!nd opti me 1 replacement for 

cows in the tenth lactation since all CO\"'tS of this age will be reploced in 

the next lactation. Therefore, there is a constant change in the AP'v' v·tith 

increasing rnilkfat production, for this lactation. 

(ii) Increasing the oge within a given calving d6te category and 

production 1 eve 1 decreases the APV for the annuity mode 1. This effect may 

be explained by the increose in the probabilities of death and involuntar!d 

removal associ a ted \"tith increasing oge and the i nten:Jct ion bet ween these 

probabi 11 ties and discounting. Cows in o 1 der oge groups encounter the 

rligher probebilities of deeth end involuntory removol eerlier in the future. 

Thus, the toto1 effect of these probebilities is greater for older cows 

si nee it is discounted less. 

Increasing the age in both dynamic models reduces the extremes of the 

APV. For both d!Jnarnic models, as age increases, the APV diminishes in 

high rnilkfat production states and increases for cows in low milkfat 

production states. These effects rnay be explained by first, the increase in 

the probabiiHy of death emd invoiuntory removol with age and secondly, 

that planned replacement due to old age occurs at an earlier date. The 

decrease in the APV for rti gh producing older cov·ts is related to tr:e 

reducUon in the number of years their superiority in milkfat production is 

expressed before planned replacement. For example, a high producing covv 
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in her second lF.!ctC~tion will express her superiority in rnilkff.lt production 

for the ne~<t nine 1 C~ctot ions 1 wheref!s, f.! high producing cow in her tenth 

iflctf.ltion \·vii1 express this superiority for one 1ectC~tlon. The size of this 

effect is dependent on the discount rete. As the discount rete i ncreoses, 

1 ater 1 act at ions becorne 1 ess i rnportant find the effect 1Ni 11 be sma 11 er. 

A similar trend occurs for co\¥s of lm·v production within a given 

calving date category in the dynamic2 modeL An increase in the APV 

occurs as the age increases and planned replt~cement is nearer. This is 

explained by the decrease in the nwnber of years the low production is 

expressed. The size of the effect is also dependent on the discount rate. 

For C0 1NS with low production 1Nithin t1 celiving dt:~te category in the 

dynt:~mic 1 model there is e greduol increase in the APV as age increases. 

This is due to the higher probebilities of deeth end involuntary removt~1 

associ eted with i ncret:~si ng oge. Pl em ned rep 1 t~cement does not occur for 

cows with 1 ow production in this cetegory si nee it is opt i mt~l to rep i ece 

these cows in the next lectation and hence, the low producUon is 

expressed for one lt:~ctat ion regardless of t:~ge groups. 

(iiO A decret:~se in the APV \"tith movement from calving date 

cotegories one to four within an age ond milkfot production group is due to 

the reduction in lactation length and probability of calf survival. The 

decrease in APV with movement from these calving dt:~te categories to 

cate!~ory five is due to no rnilkfat and calf production for the economic 

lifetimes of the cows in this category ( annuity and dynamic2 models 

only). The size of the decreose between the fifth colving date category and 

the other categories is markedly reduced as age increases for the 

dynami c2 model. This is because as age increases p l onned rep 1 acement 

occurs earlier. In the dynamic 1 model the reduction in APV between the 

fifth calving date category and the other categories is much less them for 

the other models since H is optimal to replace covvs in this category in 
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the next loctotion. 

The three models 1Nere appiled to a herd of 168 .Jerse~d doiry co\nts. The 

BLUP model predictions for the future milkfat production for eoch cow ore 

!~iven in appendh< 3. These estimates ranged from 136.2 to 337.9 kilograms 

of mil kf at with the herd average of 214.5 ki 1 O!~rorns of mi 1 kf at and 

stardard deviation of 29.50 kilograms of milkfat These cows \·Vere Etil 

cendi dates for the herd in the 1985- 1986 sef.lson. 82% of the cows were 

expected to cf.llve in the time interval defined by the first calving date 

cf.ltegory emd all cows were expected to cf.llve within the first 15 weef(S. 

On average, most herds in Nevv Zealand \·vould expect 70 to 85% of cov·ts 

to caive in the first 6 weeks and 95 to 100% of the CO\"tS to calve in the 

first i 5 weeks. It is f.lssumed that the herd size remains at the 1984/85 

level of 147 cows, hence 21 cov·ts are to be culled. Table 6.1 gives the 

totfil APV emd aver~Jge APV per co\N for the culled ond unculled herd. The 

values for et~ch cow for et~ch mode 1 t.:~re given in Appendix Not 

surprisingly culling on APV incret.:~sed the per cow emd herd t.:~verege APV. 

The results from the annuity model exhibited the greotest rf.lnge in APV 

frorrt $445 to $1071 with a standard deviation of $77.60.This is t1ecause 

the extremes in rnllkfat production 1Nere not offset by replf.lcement due to 

old age in future lact.ations.The dynamic 1 model produced results ¥tlt.h the 

least range, with values frorn $548 to $879 t~nd hEld a stemdf.lrd deviation 

of $46.10 do liars. This cem be expit!ined by the the reduction in the 

extremes in milkfat production through replf.lcement due to old flge of high 

producing cows 'rti th heifers find opt i mf.ll rep l acernent of cows 'rti th 1 ow 

net present Vfllues. The dynamic2 model had f.! range betv·teen the other two 

models ($485 to $874) with a standard deviation of $48.00. Replacement 

due to old age in future lactfltions reduced the extremes in milkfat 

production but not by the same extent as the dynarni c 1 mode 1 for the low 

extremes. The data on the 168 cows will also serve as an illustration for 



the sen sit 1 vity analysis presented in the next chapter. 

Table 6.1 

The average per cow APV for the uncu11ed 

and culled herd. 

Unculled culled 
cows cows 
(n=i68) (n=147) 

Annui tyJ1ode 1 700.11 717.46 

Dynamic 1 ty1ode 1. 661.70 671.26 

Dynarnic2 ModeL 656.40 666.78 
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Figure 6.1 
An iilustn:~tion the results for the annui 
mo1jel from 2nd, 5th 1Oth !acta on. 
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figure 6.2 77 
An illstretion of the results for the dynamic 1 model from 
2nd, 6th end 1Oth Iectet ions. 
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F. 5-7 _1gure ··-' 
An illustre~tion of the results for the dyne~mic2 model 
2nd, 6th e~nd 1Oth lactation. 
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farrner expects a higher profit v·then cov·lS are replaced (Kui 

1 982). Hence, decisions to rep 1 oce CO Vi'S C~re expected to be bC!sed rnC~i n 1 !d 

on economic thon tdologicol considerations (such CIS genotype). 

Thus, as 1Ne 11 as construction of methods to nmk C0 1NS on future 

profi 1 i ty .. it is a 1 so i mportemt to examine 

parameters (cost and farmers 

resul in 6 were produced using only one 

effect of chang1 ng the 

thek decisions on. The 

of perarneters. A 

crit i ci srn of these results is thttt the choice of parerneters trlfl!d ht~ve 

influenced the cow ranki In this chapter, the objective is to determine 

to wr1at e>d.ent the resul of the three models depend on the paremeters 

used. 

In the following sections the effect of chenges individuel 

paremeters and a scenario of high end 1ovv beef end mllkfat prices are 

discussed. The ,.Jerse!d herd described in the previous chepter is used as en 

e~<ample. 

7.1 ====~=~~==~~~~!==-=~"~~==~~~~ 

The price per kllogram milkfot 1Nas vBr-i from i 0 to $5. 10 in $0.50 

steps. The effects on averoge per cov·l APV are given in table 7.1 and 

illustrated for the prices $2.60 and$ 4.60 in figure 7.1. Since mllkfat 

price is an important component of dairy co·w profitabil tty .. the substantial 

effect on the rnagnitude of average per cov·t AP\l shovvn in table 7.1 is not 

surpri ng. Hm·vever .. the chemges in milkfat price did not alter the 

ranki ngs of the cows. 'w'ith1 n each model, a r-ank c:orre 1 at ion (l<enda n et a 1 

1 969) Yras calculated betvreen the individual covvs AP'v' for the fo1lo'N1ng 

cornbi nations of prices : $2. 1 0 and $3. 1 0, 10 and $ 1 0 and $3. 1 0 Bnd 

$5.1 0. All corr-elBtions had e1 Veilue of 1.00. The ch~Jnges only incre~Jsed the 
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vcn-iemce bebveen the rankings, \·vhich can be observed frorn the increase in 

gradients of the gt-aphs in figure 7.1 for the t1igher milkfat price 

compared 1Nith the lovver rnilkfat pr1ce. 

2 

Table 7.1 

The effect of chenges in the price per kil ogrern mil kf at on 

average per cov·t APV. 

Annuity Dynamic:1 Dynarnic:2 

+" 2.10 <'(! .... 385.5 384.5 381 7 

~ 2.60 487.5 474.4 470.7 
c 
'-

3.10 589.5 564.1 559.7 ' 
3.60 691.5 654.1 648.8 

>.. 4.10 1793.6 743.9 1737.8 
(1.• 

0.. 
(!; 

.~ 
4.60 895.6 ,:.77 CJ 

Q._t._J,f.J 826.8 
>.. 

0... 5.10 997.6 923.7 915.9 

The price per kllo!~rarn of manufacturing beef (i·'16) \·vas varied from 

$0.50 to in steps. The effects of this vah at ion on avera!]e per 

cow APV are ']iven in table 7.2. 

'v'aring the value of tvm had ;:t substanially greeter effect on the evera!Je 

per covv avererJe APV for the d~Jnetrli c rnode l s cornpared vvitr·l the annuity 

model. This is due to the important role salvage value plays in offsetting 

the cost of replacement in the dynamic rnodels. 

The ennuit!d model shov·ls e srnel1er response to the veriation in the 

price of t1B because it does not consider- p 1 enned rep 1 ecement due to o 1 d 

age. An incr-eese in the price of t·1B causes a marginal increese in the cov·ls 

APV .Tr1is effect increased ·rvith age. The trer11j v1Hh ege can be ettrit1uted 

to older cows having higher probabilities of failure in the near future. 

Therefore the rje!~ree to v·lhic:h the selve9e value reduces the cost of 

rep 1 acement is not discounted to the seme e~~tent as v·..-oul d be the case for 
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younger co'vvs . 

The effect of incr-eases in the price of t·'18 in of the dynemi c2 mode 1 is 

to cause an increase in the APV. This effect increeise::; with age. The 

increase in the effect \Nith ege is due to the reduction in the time of 

pi an ned rep 1 acernent; hence the effect of the sel vege va 1 ue in offsetting 

the cost of replecernent occurs sooner and is discounted less. 

Teble 7.2 

The effects of chenges in the price per kllogrern of rnt~nufEJctering beef 

on the per cow· APV. 

0.50 

1.00 

L 1.50 
>l< 
u. 
•JJ 2.00 
0 
'[ 
u. ·? ""0 
I]} .L. • .J 
.c 
i-

Annuit'J 

690.7 

695.7 

700.7 

705.7 

710.6 

per CO'Il APV 

D•Jnamic1 D•Jnamic2 

618.9 614.6 

641.4 636.7 

664.1 658.8 

687.3 680.8 

711.4 702.9 

The same trends occur in cow APV for trte dynamic 1 model as occurred 

for trte dynamic2 model. A second trend produced t'!d the dynamic 1 model is 

associ a ted with opt i rna I rep 1 acement. Si nee replacement may occur in the 

subsequent season, an increase in the price of t·'lB win increase the covv's 

(for wr1orn the rno,jel consi1jers optimal to replace) AP\l by the greatest 

amount cornpare,j to cm'\'·s the rnodel does not consider optimal to replace. 

The gain in the AP\1 for CO''i'lS in the above category increases as cow age 

increases but only up to the fourth lactation. This is due to ttle interaction 

of vv·ei !~t-,t vvitr·, age (see section 11) .I ncreasi n!d the price of t·1Ei a 1 so 

increases H1e rate of optimal rep 1 acernerd. in sut,sequent stages si nc:e the 

cost of rep lacernent becomes cheaper. 

For a $2.00 c:tlange in 1'18 price ($0.50 to $2.50) tJte rank correlation 



.Ug u re 7. 1 B 2 
An illustration of the effect of chenging the milkfet price from $2.60 to 
$4.60/kg on the ennuelised present velue for cows in their 6th 1ectet1on. 
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beh\'een i ndi vi due 1 cow APV's for eech price \·vithi n eech mode 1 wes 

ca 1 cul eted. The correlation bet ween the cow ranki ngs for the ennuity 

rnode 1 was 1.00. Wher-eas, the corre 1 at ions beh\•een the cO\"t ronki ngs for 

the dynamic models were both 0.98 for the 1'18 prices of $0.50 and $2.50. 

This indicates thBt changes in the of price of tv18 did alter some of the cow 

nmkings, elithough the rnagnHude of alten':ltton appears to be small. 

Changes in the price of 118 have a great effect on the cost of 

replacement. The effect is greatest v.rhen replacement occurs in the near

future, compared with replacement in the distant future, due to the 

interaction \Ntth discounting. 

The heifer price \"tos vori ed from $450 to $750 in steps of $1 00. The 

resultant changes in average per cow APV are given in table 7.3. An 

increase in the heifer price decreased the average COY•t APV. This is 

because the price of the heifer rep l acernent is an important component in 

the cost of replacement. The decrease in the APV 1Nas small for the 

annuity model, although this decrease in APV increased \"lith Bge. This 

effect can be etttributed to the incret:~sing probBbilites of death and 

i nvo 1 untary rem ova 1 Bssoci a ted with i ncreBsi ng age. For the annuity 

mode 1, chBnges in heifer price did not a Her the rBnki ngs of i ndi vi duEl 1 CO'NS 

. Fore change in heifer price from $450 to the remk corre 1 et ion 

between individual cow APV's for each price 1NEIS 1.00. 

The decrease in AP\i resulting from increases in the heifer price also 

increased ~.·vith age for both the d!Jnomic rnodels. This incret~se is due to 

the reduction in t 1 me of pl enned rep 1Bcernent. Hence, o 1 der cows incur tbe 

cost of repit~cernent et an earlier dete and this cost is discounted less. A 

second trend exists in the dynamic 1 model is EI!~Eii n t~ssoci a ted with 

optimel replt~cernent. The cost of replt~cernent is greatest for the cows the 

dynamic 1 rnodel optimally replaces in the ne)<t season.: thus, change in the 



heifer price has the most effect on these cows. 

Table 7.3 

The effect of changes in heifer replacement price on average per 

the CO'N AP\1 

450 
>lJ 
0 
·~ 5!'\0 C: -
~ 650 

·2: 
~ 750 

A ·te'" a9e per C•)'lf AP'tl 

AnnuitiJ DrJnamic1 

705.7 674.1 

700.7 661.5 

695.7 649.2 

690.7 637.0 

:~/cow 

D1Jfl<~mic:2 

668.1 

656.3 

644.4 

632.6 

The rank correlation betv·ieen intjividual co·w AP'v''s for tJ1e t·1eifer 

prices of $450 and $750 vvere 0.96 and 0.99 for tt1e 1jynamic 1 and 

1jynam1c2 model respectively. As for ctlan!Jes for tJ1e price of f1B, 

changes in the heifer replacement also causes some changes to the optimal 

co·w ran~~i ngs. 

Tile interest rate ·was increased from 0.0% to 15% in steps. The 

effects of tt1ese changes on ttte total aruj avera!~e APV are a given in tab1 e 

7.4 antj illustrated in fi!~ure 7.2. 

Changing the interest rate t"!ed little effect on the cow APV's producetj 

by U1e annuity rno,je l. ! ncreases in the interest rate resulted in tt1e higher 

probability of deau-, and involuntary replacement associated ·with old a!de 

becorning less important for younger co·ws because the effects are 

reduced b!J the !~reater discountin!d· Ttle increases in interest rate caused a 

uniforrn drop in the total and average per cow APV. The rank: correlation 

bet'·Neen individual co··N APV's for u·,e change in interest rates of 0.01% and 

0.15% were 1.00 for ttle annuit!J modeL 

Increases in interest rate in the dynamic rnodels increased the 
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extrernes in the APV's . In both mode 1 s, the change at the extr-emes becC~rne 

less with age .. except for covv·s which were optirnelly repleced in the 

subsequent seeson by the dynC~m1c 1 modeL The reduction in the effect 

with increased age is due to planned replacernent occuring earlier in the 

future. For covvs with 1 m·v rnn kf at production .. the i ncr-eese in interest 

rete reduced the effects of the returns genereted by planned rep l ecernent 

through the increased effect of the discount rete. The same effect 

increases the APV for high producing cows. The effect of the higher 

discount rate is l on cows \•~thich are optimally replaced in the 

subsequent season since the r-eturns generated from planned replacement 

are proportl onate 1 y greater and r-educed 1 ess by the higher discount rate. 

The rank corre 1 at ion beh1teen i ndi vi dua 1 cow APV's for the interest rates 

of 0.01% and 15% ¥tere 0. and 0.98 for the dynernic 1 cmd dynernic2 

mode 1 s, respectively. 

The effect of c:r1an!~es in interest n:Jte on the everege per cm ... t APV . 

_..... 

!o.oo1 
•l< 

~ 0.05 ;_ 
.,... 
!~ 0.10 
;.. 

.2:! 0.15 

.f; 

AvE<t·agt- pe-r co··n APV 

Annuit'J D'Jn.amici 

710.9 651.9 

701.9 660.2 

690.5 666.8 

679.0 669.5 

Rank correlation for interest rates of 

$/•";0"11 

D'JMmic2 

646.2 

654.9 

661.8 

664.9 

and 10% , and 10% and 15%, were 

0.99 for both dynam1c models and both sets of interest rates. n·1us, 

cJ1arn~es in the rate or interest do alter the optimal co·w ran~~ings. Tr1e 

degree of the cr1an,~e in the optimal rankings is dependent on the size of 

U1e dHference between u·1e t'wo interest rates used. 

The rate of genetic 1 mprovement \·vas varied T"rorn 0.0% to 1.5% in 0.5% 

steps. The chan!Jes to average per cow APV are given in table 7.5. 
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lncreasin!J the rate of genetic improvement increased the APV's 

produced by the annuity model . The magnitude of the increase \.Yas greater 

for younger cows since the number of opportunities for replacement by a 

genetically improved heifer is greater beceuse the !JOUn!Jer cows are 

evaluated over e greater number of seasons. 

Increasing tr1e rate of genetic improvement also increased the APV's 

produced by the dynernic models. The rnegnitude of" increase was almost 

constemt i':!Cross l age end mn kf at production groups.Thi s is becBuse the 

differences bet 1Neen the genetic values of t-eplE!cement heifers entering 

the herd in the net~r t"uture emd di stemt future are off set b!J i nterE!cti on 

\·Vitti the 1 eve 1 discounting chosen for this study. A di H erent discount rate 

would have resuited in differ-ent levels of chenge in the APV across age 

and rni 1 production groups. The levels of change wouid also be 

dependent on the probabilities of" death and i nvo 1 untary r-ep 1 acernent and 

the time of both opt i rna 1 ( in the dynamic 1 mode 1) and p 1 an ned rep 1 acernent. 

The absolute magnitude of APV change 1Nould be small and unlikely to 

cause chtmge in the optimal cow rankings wHh the current levels of" 

!Jenet i c ged n ottai nab 1 e in the doi ry i ndustr!d· 

Table 7.5 

The eHect of chemges in the rote of genetic improvement on 

the eiverege per cow APV . 

.,... 
c: 
•lo 

~ 
:::
.;, 

.~ 0.0 

¥ 0.5 
I'll 

~ 1.0 
0'• .... 
0 1 C' 
I'll • ...! 
+' . ., 
0::: 

j AvE-r a9e pP.r ;:;.;w APV 

AnnuibJ Dynami.::1 Dynami.::2 

698.6 E.59.8 654.5 

699.7 661.1 655.8 

700.9 662.4 657.1 

702.0 663.7 658.4 

For an 3 models cht:in!Jes in the rate of genetic improvement dhj not alter 
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Figure 7.2 
An il1ustn:1tion of the effect of chenging the interest rete from 0.0001% 
to 15% on the ennuel i sed present vel ue for cows in their 6th 1 octet ion. 
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the optl rna l cow ranki ngs. The rank corre 1 at ions bet ween i nd1 vi due 1 co\¥ 

APV's for the rates of genetic improvement of 0.0% emd 1.5% were 1.00 

for an models. 

A scenario of high and low milkfet and menufecturing beef prices was 

used for the three models. The different prices used for the four runs are 

given in table 7.6. The results for eech situation and rnodel ere given in 

teble 7.7 end iliustr-eted for the dynamic 1 model in figure 7.3. 

Tf1b1e 7.6 

The parameters used in the tesU ng of the response of the mode 1 s to 

changes in mil kf at and rnflnuf act uri ng beef prices . 

t··1ilkf.a~ prk'e< p.;.r kg. ($/kg) 

t1anuf.aot.•Jring be<ef ($/kg) 
pri.::e per kg. 

Heifer- price. ($) 

4.60 4.60 12.60 

2.00 1.00 2.00 

650 550 600 

b =beef , d =d.:~iry 

H =hi~3h prio.;.s , L = kw pric:.;.s 

2.60 

1.00 

450 

Frorn U1e r-esults H cen be observed that changes in the milkfat prices have 

the largest effect on the average per cow APV. 

Analysing the APV's produced by the three rnodels for the options 

Hd/Hb and Hd/L b , and also the options L1j/Hb and L d/L t1, it is possible to 

consider the effect of changes to boU! the price of manufacturing beef and 

the t1elf er rep 1acement price in the same run. The change in the APVs have 

the san1e nature as those cause,j b!d changes in the individual parameters , 

but the rnagnitude of change was considerably less. Thus, cr1anges in the 

price of rnanufacturing beef were offset by changes in the price of the 



ure 
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annuity model was to iower the APV's for cows 1Nlth low milkfat 

production and to increase the APV's for cows with higher milkfat 

production. This is because death emd failure ceuse replacement by a heifer 

which mey have a higher or 1 mn.•er producing abi1 ity than the cow \"thi ch is 

replaced, depending on the cow ¥thich is rep1E~ced. The magnitude of the 

change i net-eases with E~ge. This is becC~use the effect of the higher 

probE!bil it i es of, especi a 11 y, deE~th associ a ted 1td tt1 increasing age are not 

discounted to the same effect for older cows compared w·ith the younger 

CO\·VS. 

The dynamic2 model reacts in e sirniler way as the annuity rnodel 

except the magnitude of chenge decreased \hd th age. This is because 

planned replacement occured sooner for- older cows emd thus .. the effect of 

ignoring f ai 1 ure and death on 1 y occured over a sma 11 period of time. 

Ignoring fall ure and death in the dynemi c 1 model, i ncreeses the APV's 

for E!ll cows, the rnagnitude is greatest for high producing younger covvs. 

The mEignitude of the effect is least for cows optimally replaced in the 

subsequent season and cows who are repleced in the subsequent season 

because of old age. 

Table 7.8 

The effect of ingoring the probability of failure and death on the 

average per cov·t APV. 

ingorintJ the probabilit'J of failure and death 
.:;c•::ounting for the prob-ability of failure .and death 

Aver·a9eo per ·~ow APV 

AnnuittJ Dyn.amic1 

755.3 716.0 
700.1 661.5 

$/c:ow 

I),Jnamic2 

708.1 

656.3 

The rank correlation bet\·veen ind1viduel co·w APV's for inc1wjing end 

ignor-ing failure and deeth were 0.98 for all mc~~je!s. !gnorin!~ failure an1j 
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death caused sma 11 changes in the optimal cow and state ranki ngs. Not 

including the probabilities of failure and deeth V'tould underestimate lower 

producing cov·ts APV end would overestimate higher producing cov·ts APV .. 

resulting in small changes to the optimal cow rankings. 

For both the dynemi c prograrnmi ng mode 1 s the p 1 anni ng horizon \¥as 

var-ied from 5 to 20 years. The annuity model has no fii<ed planning horizon, 

the average p 1 anni ng horizon for this mode 1 is dependent on the tl!Je 

structure of the herd, the longest possible planning horizon for an 

i ndi vi due!l cow is 1 0 years. The changes to the average per cow APV are 

given in table 7.9 end illustrated in figure 7.5. The cow average AP'·./ 

increases with increasing p 1 anni ng horizon .. a ithough the magnitude of 

increase decreases t~s the p 1 anni ng tlori zon increases. As the p 1 anni ng 

horizon increases towards an unbound horizon the asymptotic nature of ttle 

AP'·./ would be displayed. 

Table 7.9 

The changes to the averf.lge per cow APV due chf.lnges in the 

p 1 anni ng tlori zon 

A'1era9e per cow APV $/00'1'1 

D'J narnie: 1 Dynamic2 

629.9 628.0 

661.5 656.3 

671.0 665.0 

678.8 672.2 

Increasing the planning horizon increases the APV's of lovver producing 



Eigure 7.3 92 
An t 11 ustrat ion of the effects of changes 1 n the beef and dairy prices on 
the annualised present value for cows in their 6th lactation and the 
dynamic 1 model. 
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Figure 7.5 

An i 11 ustrati on of the effect of changing the planning horizon 
from 5 to 15 years on the annualised present value for both 
dynamic models for cows in their 6th lactation. 
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[igure 7.6 95 

An illustration of the effect of changing the definition of the 
fifth calving date category form en erodic state to en nonerodic 
state on the ennuelised present value for cows in their 6th 
lactation. 
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none of the CO\"IS in the herd e~r.ami ned were i nit i ali !d cal·.,.·i ng date state 5 

the effect on the AP\1 was rninirnal.The effect on the AP ... /'s 1rtould be only 

significant for co¥ts in the fifth state. 

Table 7. 10 

The effect of changing the definition of the calving date state 5 to an 

erodi c state from an non-erodi c state on the average per cow APV. 

Calving date state 5 non-erodic 
Calving date state 5 erodic 

Avt>ragt> pt>r crht APV 

Dyn.amic1 Dyn.amic2 

661.5 656.3 

661.5 659.4 

$/cow 

The effect of the change in definition is greatest on the APVs produced by 

the dynarni c2 t1101je I, si nee in the dynami rnode l .. state 5 cows rernai n 

until their tenth lactE!tion wtH.:lrees, in the dynamic 1 model they are 

rep 1 aced in the subsequent season. The effect of rei axing the definition of 

the fifth calving date category 'Ni n be dependant on the nature ot· the herd 

end the probabi 1 it i es of reentr-y to U"1e other ca 1 vi ng date categories. 

To better estimate the effect of changing the definition of the fifth 

calving date state more work is needed in defining tr1e probabilities of 

movement from the different calving date states and also more work is 

needed with herds vrith cow::; in the fifth calving date state. 

The pararneters di recti y associ a ted v·lith the cost of replacement had 

the greatest effect on the APV's of individual cows .The parameters such 

as interest rate and planning horizon also aHected the APV produced by 

the dynamic mode 1 s .. which 'rlas e~<pected si nee both of tr1ese mode 1 s 

e~<P 1 ore the situation of future rep l scement. 
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heifer replacement. As a consequence of the combined movement, varying 

the price of manufacturing beef was then found to have only a small effect 

on the ranking of the cows. 

From table 6.8 it can be observed that assuming no involuntary removal 

or death increased the per cow APV by approximately $54~ depending on 

the model used. From an economic point of view~ this reinforces that 

management and breeding policies should be concerned with reducing the 

amount of involuntary removal or death . 

When the 5th calving date state was changed to an erodic state~ the 

recomputed rankings suggest that it may more profitable to keep high 

producing cows who were not in calf and bring them back into the herd in 

the subsequent season. Such a conclusion may be erroneous~ depending on 

the reason for the cow entering into the 5th calving date state. From the 

management point of view~ it would important to ascertain the cause of 

the reproductive problem. Where a permanent reproductive problem exists~ 

obviously the cow should be replaced. If the cause is due to human error 

(egi poor heat detection) the farmer may consider keeping the cow. In doing 

so~ the farmer must take into account the added cost of managing an extra 

class of stock. 

MASSEY UNfVERSriv 

.!JB~Rt 
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Cone 1 usi ons. 

Dynarni c prograrnmi ng has been used to determine opti rna 1 rep 1 acement 

policies for dairy herds in gn3ssland and non-grassland situations. Three 

d!Jnamic programming models had been developed for the Nevv Zealand dairy 

production situation by tvlac Arthur ( 1973, 1975 and 1985). These rnode l s 

did not include variables for calving date, nor did they vary live weight 

according to age. Rep 1 acement mode 1 s heve been used in fl!Jri culture to 

determine the optimel time of replecement for various enterprises. One 

such model based on annualised present value concepts, has been developed 

to rank cows on future profitability in a non-grassland situation. None of 

the above approaches provided a viable system which could be applied to 

the dairy industry as a 'Nhoie. 

The objective of this study was to evaluate the use of replacement emd 

dynamic programming mode 1 s by deve 1 oping a mode 1 wr1i ch ranked cows on 

future profittJbil ity under Nev·t ZetJ 1 and setJsone!l dei ry f tJrmi ng conditions. 

To achieve this objective .. a model was developed to estimate the 

performance tJnd calculete the revenues and costs of dairy CO\"lS in New 

Zealand. The results of this model were then used in the development of 

h"to dynarnic programming models and one replacement model to rank cows 

based on future profitability. 

The implementation of the three models developed in this study was 

hindered by the lack of adequate information with respect to many of the 

economic and bi o 1 ogi ca 1 components. Some f f!ctors 'Nhi ch Welrrf!nt further 

invest i gflt ion fire H sted be 1 o\N : 

i) the relationships behveen age_. milkfflt production .. breeding 

i nde>~, production index and v·tei ght elre not we 11 defined, 

ii) a more detailed investigfltion of tr1e market values would flllow 

calcultJtion of salvtJge values, tlppreciotion emd replocement costs to be 
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more objective, 

iii) there is tJ need for tJn up-to-dtJte qutJntifictJtion of \"ttJsttJge 

rtJtes according to age. The last complete tJnalysis for Nev·t Zealand 

conditions WIJS underttJken in 1957 (Anon 1957). With the changes in 

animal health practices it ma!d be that these rates bear little resemblance 

to the rates occurring in the industry at present, and 

i v) quant ifi cation of the reproductive behaviour of i ndi vi dual cows 

across several seasons is needed so that the probebil ity of movement to 

future ctJlving dtJte cetegm-ies ctJn be estimE~ted more accurtJtely. 

The 3 models \'\'ere tested over vtJrious cost tJnd price situtJtions. From 

these antJl!JSes it was possible to drtJw several conclusions. 

The tJnnuity model's behaviour v·t6s more stab 1 e in the sen sit i vi ty 

analysis than either of the dynamic models. This \·vas caused b!J the 

11 mit at ions of the mode 1 rather than by a better abll ity to cope with the 

varying situations. Three rna j or 1i mit at ions of the ennuit!d mode i are : 

i) no definite planning horizon, 

i 0 the consequences of pi en ned rep lacernent are not consi deredJ and 

iii) there is no approprit~te method for handling se~lvage value. 

The p 1 anni ng horizon of tr1e mode 1 is dependent on the e~ge structure of the 

herd. At most) the model only predicts the future profitability up to the 

tenth year. The consequences of not considering planned replacement are 

that the APV.'s of cows with high milk fet production are overestimated 

and conversely the APV's of cows with lov·t milk fe~t production are 

underestimated. To overcome a 11 the 1 i mi tC~t ions of the emnui ty model, 

future incomes for individual cows and their replflcements could be 

predicted up to 6 fixed horizon. This 1Nould result in a rnore complicated 

form of the dynarn1c2 model with no 6ddded advantages, thus such an 

extension to the emnulty model is not warranted. 
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The behf.lvi our of the t v·to dynf.lrni c tr1ode 1 s Wf.lS si rni 1 f.lr under- most 

ci rcurnstf.lnces. The on 1 y difference in behf.lvi our Wf.ls associ f.! ted with 

uti 1 ising opti mf.ll r-ep 1 acement in the future. In the dynami c2 mode 1, no 

optimal replacement took place si nee the objective was to measure the 

future profitC!billty of a cow up to the end of her tenth 1 act at ion, and then 

to measure the future profitability of her replacement. Using this 

criterion one iimitf.ltion was C!ppE!rent, CO\"ts in the fifth cE~lving dE~te state 

ht1d f.l ranking which v·tf.ls dependent on the time of plcmned repi~Jcement. In 

the New ZeC! 1 emd dEli ry f E~rmi ng situe~t ion it would be expected u·1at co\"ts in 

the 5th ca 1 vi ng date CE!tegory \·voul d be rep 1 aced in the ne)d season, rather 

U1an at the time of planned replf.lcement due to old age. This was not a 

problem for the dynamic 1 model. Tt·1e dynarnic 1 rnode1 replaces cov·ts with 

iow APV's which includes cows in the fifth calving df.lte state in future 

1 actt~ti ons. This would be the expected situation on dairy farms. 

A potential crlticism of the dynamic 1 model is thf.lt the replacement 

rt:~tes could ref.lch tmref.lsonf.lble levels. It is not possible to include 

constreints to ensure the replecement rete in the future remains at f.l 

realistic level, because the concept of stetes rather thfln individual cows 

is used. The remkings produced by the dynemic 1 model (even with high 

replacement re~tes) are still valid since the ste~tes are ranked relative to 

each other under the conditions of the system. Hence .. an the states \¥ithin 

the system 1NOuid be subjected to the high replacement rates. 

In conclusion .. the dyne~rnic 1 model best meets the objective of ranking 

cows on future profitebllity. Two major edvemtt~ges of this method for 

providing me~negement guides .. ere first, that the method provides rankings 

for oll ege closses including freshening heifers. Secondly, the r~Jte of 

rep 1 ec:ement cen be determined by the f errner r~Jther U1en being pert of the 

mode 1 s which deterrni ne the opt i rna 1 po 1 icy. The dynarni c 1 mode rs 

advantages ouhvei ghs the i ncreesed comp 1 exi ty of the the mode 1. Tt·te 

increased complexity of the first model compered with the second model 
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relates only to the inclusion of maxirnistJtion function ot the end of each 

stage in the dynamic 1 model forrnulation. To enhance the ~:mnuity modei so 

that it 1NOuld operate under a fh<ed planning horizon ¥tould result in this 

mode 1 becorni ng more cornp 1 ex than either of the dynamic mode 1 s 1Ni th no 

added advantage. The ref ore, it appears that this type of rep 1 acernent 

problem is best solved by the use of dynamic programming. 

Finally it should be emphtJsised that the nmkings must be considered tJs 

a management guide used in conjunction 1Nith other inforrnation the farmer 

has avflii E!b 1 e about i ndi vi duf11 cows. 

The New Zealand Dairy Boflrd currently provides f1 production inde~~ for 

individual cows. This production index is used in conjunction with the the 

expected calving date in the corning season to indicate \·Vhich cows should 

be considered as potential candidates for replacement (Anon 1 970). Cm·vs 

1Nith lm·v production indices and/or who will be potential late calvers flre 

i dent i fi eel flS rep 1 flcement condi dates. Using this procedure the i ike l y 

criteri e for rep 1 flcernent is maxi mi sat ion of rnn kf at production in the 

short term. The shortcomings of the flbove culling guide are thflt it does 

not look far enough into the future flnd it does not incorporate any 

economic Vflri ab 1 es. 

The replacement guides presented in this stud!J overcome the above 

i i rnitat ions. The future net returns for i ndi vi dual cows are esti mflted, 

these returns flre \"teighted by the probflbiiity of events occuring in the 

future (e.g. deflth or involuntflry removal). The cow's expected cfllving 

dfltes flre incorporated into the model, which allow the economic effects 

of cfllving dflte to be flccounted for. These culling guides allow the fflrrner 

to cull on the expected monetary return from any one cov·t. 

None of the studies reviewed in chflpters 2 or 3 hflve been applied to the 

industry flS a who 1 e. This is a reflection of the cornp 1 exity of the mode 1 s 

and/ or the type of rep 1 flcement i nf ormflt ion the mode 1 s produced. The 
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replocement guides outlined in this stud!d compute the expected emnuo1ised 

present value of future incomes for individual cov·ts. These culling guides 

can be used with emy other inforrnation the farmer has about individuol 

cows at the tirne the replocement decisions ore being made to aid the 

decision process. The usefulness of these culling guides is not lirnited by 

the number of stock reared or the nature of the herd size (e.g. increosing .. 

decreasing or stotic) which makes this system workable and applice~ble 

to the Ne'N Zeoland seasone~i supply doir!d industry e~s a 'Nhole. 

Tr-ti s study is by no means exrli:JUsti ve and there are severed 

developments 'Nhich could be incorpore~ted into the dyne~rnic l progremming 

model: 

i) the number of stotes could be increased, thus reducing the 

distance behveen eech state. The most obvious state vari ob 1 e to i ncreC!se 

is ca 1 vi n:~ d!lte, i nsteed of using three \"teek i nterv!l1 s, it moy be more 

desi reb l e to use vveek1 !d i nterve~ 1 s. As more i nf ormC!t ion becomes e~veile~b l e 

or the payout structure che~nges, it me~y be desireble to include more state 

vt:~ri ab 1 es such e~s milk protein yi e 1 ds and cow 'Nei ght. 

H) extensions to the BLUP rnodel are forseeab1e. If pe~yout becornes 

based on the price per kilogrem of protein and milkfat .. e1 shift to e~ 

rnultitrait model would be an obvious move. It rnCiy Cilso be desirCible to use 

e1 rnultitrait model which uses test doy records so thot the prediction con 

be updated after every herd test. t·1odification of the BLUP model to include 

age ond lactation length into the fixed effects would also be a useful 

extension. 

iii) to predict accurately the value of the newborn calf it would be 

desi rab i e to inc 1 ude the breeding index as a state veri ab 1 e. Then it vvoul d 

be possible to regard female calves from high breeding inder.: cows as 

possible candidates for reering. Sirnilt~rly it rnay be possible to re!~ard 
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male calves from very high breeding index cows as possible candidates for 

sire breeding schemes. 

iv) in this study the models have been used to rank cm¥s in seasonal 

supply herds. Versions of a simi i ar model with the t i rne of ca 1 vi ng f:IS a 

state varif:lble could be useful for town supply herds. These models could 

also have applications in other species such as poultr!d, swine, deer, goats 

and sheep. 
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Tc1 prove How·erd's functional equation fn(i is defl ned as the e~<pected 

return over the next perio1j of time, stat-tinq in state i and usinq policq 
~ ~ ~ 

Under the assurnpt 1 on of addH i vity then : 

vrhere Rn8(i) is t11e return generated in stage i, 

fl is the discount n:~te .. 

n1.i 8 is probabili of transHion frorn state ito state J arnj 

1 is a rorv·tard contraction of n to the remaining n-1 

periods (a fonYard contraction is a subpath beginning at 

stage s rmd ending at n-1 ). 

If ) = ma>-~s(n) [ fn(i,Sn) J and nee nijs;: 0 then 

$n(i) = rnt~xs(n),s(n-1)[ Rn 8(i) + fl};(niJs fn(j, Sn-1 )) 

... A 1 

Equet ion A 1 is H01Nard's function a 1 equation .. which is used to di scribe the 

system. 

Severa 1 author:3 have di scu:3Selj the two opU rna l ity conditions ··Nhi ch are 

sufficient for the W!lidity of the value iteration method, for example 

Bellman( 1957),Be11man and Drefus( 1962) and Hastings( 1973). 
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The fi condition is separability condition .. '•Nhi ch states "for every 

pi an va 1 ue of every state must be e?~pressed a::; a ftmcti on of the 

i rnmedi1:1te return the va 1 t~e of the succeeding stage" (Hastings 1 

U1e moves from state in to i n-i 

t1e ttle sequence 

decisions , ........ . 1 ·. Assume u·,e has m stoges, hence 

ue 

= 

If 

if 

rna::<i rni se :::orne function, 

lity condition hol 

on i 

--l'r·11S !JU I-··::!. IT! 

discount factor, Uten : 

. r· S ·1- R t rn··1 rn··· nv - ···m 

m. 

It. can seen U1at equation has tJte s:ame form as equation 1 on 

1itq condition t·toid::: for equation 1. 

Ttie second condition is 
every 

n a and a policy, the optimal poliC!J is to consist of tt1e 

ven irnmedi 1jeci :::ion f o 11 ov·led oo1ic:u v·thich is ootirnal ··Ni 
. w . 



respect to the successor states" (Bellmem 1957). 

Consider equation 

J rn(im5rn) = 6m[rm
8
(im)+frn-1 (irn-1 5rn-1) 

nOV\'' if 1 then : 

requires U1at : 

.•.. t" f. .~ + 
rn-1 .J .::: rn 1

·
1 rrY"rn 

'•Nhere m-
1 

is the optimal polic~J up to sta~~e n1-1. 

so for tJ1e case vvr1ere discounted returns are used , then : 

and hence : 

,- :::;rl· "' 
l rn- \ rn} + 

+ . '· s l t rn- 1 1~ 1 rn- 1 ,. · m- 1 ' 

1 14 

This condition V·li 11 a hvays ho 1 d vthen 11 is positive because of the defl nit ion 

rn-1 
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AR.gendix 2_ 
The probabilit!d of movernent to the 5 calving date 
categories in future years, given the 1n1tia1 calving 
category in year 1. 

The probabllity of movement to the 5 caiving date 
categor1 es in future years, given the cov-t \·vas in calving 
category 1 in yeer 1. 

Calving date category 
2 3 4 5 

1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.8976 0.0696 0.0223 0.0071 0.0034 
0.8833 0.0769 0.0247 0.0079 0.0072 
0.8788 0.0775 0.0248,0.0079 0.0109 
0.8753 0.0774 0.0248 0.0079 0.0147 
,0.871 9 0.0771 0.0247 0.0079 0.0185 
0.8686 (L0768 0.0246 0.0078 0.0222 
0.8563 0.0765 0.0245 0.0078 0.0259 
0.8629 0.0762 0.0244 0.0078 0.0297 
0.8587 0.0759 0.0243 0.0077 0.0334 

The probabllity of movement to the 5 calving date 
categories in future ~dears, given the cow was in calving 
category 2 in year 1. 

Cal vi ng date category 
2 3 4 5 

0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.8976 0.0696 0.()223 0.0071 0.0034 
0.8833 0.0769 0.0247 0.0079 0.0072 
0.8788 0.0775 0.0248 0.0079 0.0109 
0.8753 0.077.:::1 0.0248 0.0079 0.0147 
0.871 g 0.0771 0.0247 0.0079 0.0165 
0.8666 0.0766 0.0246 0.0078 0.02221 
0.6563 0.0765 0.0245 0.0076 0.0259 
0.6629 0.0762 0.0244 0.0076 0.02971 
0.8587 0.0759 0.0243 0.0077 0.0334 
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The probability of movement to the 5 calving date 
ceitegori es in future years, given the cow \rtas in calving 
cetegory 3 in yeer 1. 

Ce 1 vi ng categor!J 
2 3 4 5 

0.0000 0.0000 i .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.6800 0.2176 0.0696 0 0'/')'Z . -. ..... ._; 0.0105 
0.8530 0.0929 0.0297 0.0095 0.0150 
10.8692 0.0787 0.0252 0.0080 0.0 189 
0.8678 0.0767 0.0246 0.0079,0.0226 
0.8649 0.0765 0.0245 0.007tT02631 
0.8616 0.0762 0.0244 0.0078 0.0300 
0.8583 0.0759 0.0243 0.007710.0337 
,o 1 0.0756 0.0242 0.0077 0.0374 
0.8518 0.0753 0.0241 0.0077 0.0411 

The probab11 i ty of movement to the 5 calving date 
categories in future years, given the cow was in calvin!~ 
category 4 in year 1. 

Ca 1 vi ng dote cetegory 
2 3 4 5 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.6800 0.2176 0.0696 0.0328 
0.7583 0.1420 0.0456 0.0145 0.0397 
0.8391 0.0824 0.0264 0.0084 0.0437 
0.8451 0.0756 0.0242 0.0077 0.0474 
0.8429 0.0746 0.0239 0.0076 0.0510 
0.8398 0.0742 0.0238 0.0076 0.0547 
0.8366 0.0739 0.0237 0.0075 0.0582 
0.8334 0.0737 0.0236j0.0075 0.0618 
0.8302 10.0734 0.0235!0.0075 0.0654 
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The probabHH!J of movement to the 5 calving date 
cotegori es in future !deors, given the cow wos in co 1 vi ng 
cote gory 5 in year 1 . 

Ca i vi ng category 
2 3 4 5 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000011.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000,1.0000 
0.0000 0. 0000,0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 

11 7 
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Calving Date Category BLUPof FutureMilkfar Production(kg) Annualised Present Value($) 

Annuity Dynamic1 Dynamic2 
4. 2. 0 204.2 651 6:::;10 617 

24. 1.0 246. 5 813 731 727 _..,.,. 
..::;,•. 1.0 228. 7 754 6';·4 689 
39. 2.0 215. 4 686 647 643 
81. 1.0 213. 0 704 659 655 

6. 2.0 193.2 606 601 5'78 
7. 1.0 192.9 6"-=l'::' 622 618 
8. 1.0 221.8 721 6.:>8 664 

15. 2.0 211. 2 662 632 6'::JQ 
22. 1.0 214.2 6'?9 652 649 
28. 2.0 177. 6 S..S7 579 573 
29. 1.0 189. 5 b'::J? 614 610 
33. 2.0 183. < 586 586 582 
47. i.O 220. 4 718 668 6.:>4 
52. 1.0 i 71. 9 572 ;::;or'\ 

~. "'- 585 
57. 1.0 240. 6 779 698 6'75 
60. 1. 0 262. 6 g:::;t 747 743 
' i o •. 1 . () 2.1S.9 715 6.SQ 657 
6'" _,. 1.0 216. i 713 667 664 
65. 1.0 209. 5 684 644 641 
70. 2.0 182. 0 583 586 582 
72. 2.0 186.9 602 595 5'7'0 
90. 1.0 209. 5 684 6<!4 641 
91. 1.0 201. 9 659 637 634 
98. 1.0 206. 4 675 644 6<!1 

103. 1.0 214. 8 699 652 649 
104. i. 0 197.8 647 629 626 
105. 2.0 193.9 606 601 598 
106. 1.0 242.3 785 711 708 
107. 1.0 218.3 719 667 6b4 
108. 1.0 222. 9 732 676 673 
109. 2.0 242.6 770 701 6"';7 
110. 1.0 193.2 645 622 618 
111. 1. 0 227. 0 789 675 672 
113. 1.0 185.6 610 614 610 
114. 1.0 203. 5 665 637 634 
115. 1.0 198. 9 650 629 626 
116. 1.0 189. 6 622 614 610 
119. 1.0 213. 1 696 652 6'!9 
120. 1. 0 200.0 656 637 634 
121. 1.0 207.4 678 6 1!4 641 
122. 1.0 204.2 668 637 634 
124. 1.0 218. 4 712 6.60 657 
125. 1.0 210.6 687 652 649 
127. 2.0 203.8 637 6:!.6 613 
132. 1.0 204.6 668 637 634 
134. 1.0 171.9 567 593 587 
135. 1.0 19G. 5 625 622 618 
136. 2.0 211.4 662 638 634 
138. 1.0 187. 7 622 614 601 
139. 1.0 252. 9 816 714 711 
140. 1.0 198.9 650 629 626 
142. 1.0 230.3 757 694 6'70 
86. 2.0 208. 5 672 633 629 
88. 1.0 183.6 612 603 5?7 
96. 2.0 192.6 621 604 600 

131. 1.0 201.9 659 637 634 
3. 2.0 211. 2 681 643 639 

13. 1.0 199. 2 664 634 630 
18. 1.0 190. 2 636 625 620 
2"' 1.0 176.9 591 599 5'1'1 
31. 1.0 169.4 569 584 572 
38. 2.0 203. < 656 623 619 L 

55. 1.0 180. 1 604 607 601 
56. 1.0 230.3 762 702 6?8 
58. 1.0 211. 2 702 663 659 
67. 1.0 206. 8 686 653 649 
73. 1.0 192.9 642 625 620 
92. 1.0 191. 3 638 625 620 
49. 1.0 167. 7 533 595 591 
54. 1.0 172.2 575 592 584 
82. 1.0 211. 2 579 626 622 

1. 1.0 147.6 4?8 573 526 
2. 1.0 182.8 609 603 5'1'7 

.J' 
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Calving Date Category BLUPof FutureMilkfat Production(kg) Annualised Present Value($) 

Annuity Oynnmic1 Dynamic2 
19. 2. 0 136.2 445 548 435 
16. 1.0 250. 0 824 745 740 
36. 1.0 235.9 777 714 710 
40. 1. 0 ...,.="-.,. 

.C:.o;; ... 6 751 694 689 
45. 1.0 232. i -r I -r 

tt..:::t 704 6"?9 
69. i.O 245. 1 808 735 730 
71. 2.0 --t·~-, 

O::::....;)l. 6 746 694 689 
75. 1.0 222 1 735 684 679 
77. 1.0 228. 6 754 694 689 
80. 2.0 240.2 774 704 6'?9 
83. 1. 0 230. 0 761 704 699 
84. 1.0 214.2 710 664 659 
87. 2.0 205. 6 663 632 6·::>Q 

~-89. 1. 0 238. 1 786 714 7'1.0 
94. < 0 22:3. i 7:39 684 679 .. 
00. 2. 0 247. 1 7'7•5 714 710 
i8 1. 0 229. i 758 694 689 
23 1. 0 239.8 789 714 7i0 .-.. ~ 
...:: • ..:J. 1. t) 221. :3 7:32 684 679 
85. 1. G 238 4 786 714 71.0 
9. i. C' 175. ,, 

588 5'79 5'? i 
i() 2. 0 206.8 662 627 622 
12. 2.0 226.6 724 669 664 
14. 1. 0 243. . 794 721 716 
2i 1.0 224.8 735 679 674 
26. 1.0 231. 4 756 700 6'?5 
30. 2.0 203. 2 652 616 _. i i 

o~. 

:34. i. 0 206. 0 678 637 622 
35. 1.0 233. '2 763 700 6C::•<; 

'~ 

42. i.O 240. 2 785 721 716 
44. 1.0 199. 7 656 627 621 
46. 1.0 237.8 775 711 705 
48. 1.0 199. -r 656 627 621 r 

50. 1. 0 186. 1 615 606 600 
51. 1.0 235.3 769 711 705 
59. 2.0 266. 3 849 753 748 
66. 1.0 236.2 772 711 705 
74. 1.0 200. 7 660 637 632 
76. 1.0 259. 5 844 753 747 ...,,.., 
/0. 1.0 239. 1 781 711 705 
79. ..., 

""-· 0 214. 1 687 637 623 
93. 2.0 229.2 784 669 664 
95. 2.0 237. 7 759 690 685 
99. 1.0 226. 5 741 6'?0 684 

101. 1.0 248.8 810 732 726 
102. 2. 0 245. 5 783 711 706 
112. 1.0 227. 5 744 690 684 
117. 1.0 212. 0 697 658 ,· =\•'""\ o--> 
126. 1. 0 

...,....,..,. 
-.:::.u1. 9 775 711 705 

128. 1. 0 251. 2 819 742 737 
1:37. 1.0 251.9 827 742 737 
143. 1.0 282. 4 915 805 800 
144. 1.0 202.6 666 637 632 
145. 1.0 200.8 659 637 632 
146. 1.0 218. 4 716 669 663 
148. 1.0 195. 7 645 627 621 
149. 1. 0 202.6 666 637 632 
150. 1.0 193. 5 638 616 611 
151. 1.0 219.0 719 669 663 
152. 1.0 200.3 660 637 632 
153. 1.0 19.5. 7 645 627 621 

27. 2. 0 337. 9 1071 900 8'75 
'20. 1.0 193. 6 638 616 611 
43. 1.0 189. 5 625 606 600 

305. 3. 0 242.0 738 675 667 
309. 1.0 235. 1 749 694 689 
311. 2. 0 218. 1 681 632 627 
317. 1. 0 222. 7 709 663 658 
320. 1.0 217. 7 694 653 648 
323. 1.0 227.3 724 674 668 
3."""\•"-'\ 

""""· 1. 0 226.6 721 674 668 
34i. 2.0 234.4 729 663 658 
343. 1.0 2~3. 1 713 663 658 
349. 1.0 228.2 728 674 658 
351. 1.0 219. 0 700 653 648 
353. 1. 0 218. 6 697 653 648 
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Annunlised Prt?sent Value($) 

Annuity Dynnmic1 Dynnmic2 
354. 2.0 218. i 681 632 627 
362. 1.0 241. 2 768 705 700 
364. 1.0 232. 4 740 684 679 
368. i.O 231.4 737 684 6/9 
382. 1. 0 232. 4 740 684 679 
397. 1. 0 215. . 688 653 648 L 

4'"'Q "" .. 1. 0 214.3 685 653 648 
430. 3.0 235.0 716 665 657 
441. 1.0 226.6 721 674 668 
447. 1. 0 216. 0 691 653 648 
454. 1.0 2:.:?4.3 716 663 658 
455. 1. 0 225. 8 719 674 668 
456. 1.0 218. 7 697 653 648 
457. 1.0 218. 1 69·7 653 648 
458. 1.0 230.2 734 684 679 
459. 1.0 234. 4 746 684 679 
460. 1. 0 219. 0 700 6"''-:1 ~·"' 648 
461. 1.0 219.0 700 653 648 
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probabilitie::; of arilj involuntary acernent in future 
ai ven u·1e cov·is ar1e in ;dear one . 
._! .j . 

(!) 
L 
:::3 .,_. 
::; 

L!.... 

L 
(0 

.. -, 
L 3 4 

0.0563 O.Oi352 0.0696 
.... , 
L 

3 0.077 4 0.0667 0.0613 
4 

in 
5 7 •"::1 

!J 9 10 11 

0.0734 0.0726 0.0905 0.1371 0.2226 0.3570 
0.2777 

::; 5 0.0514 L!.... 

6 0.04i34 

9 0.1 
10 

probatd 1 it i es of i nvo i tmtar!d rep 1 ecernent 

2 4 c: 
._1 

( 
I g j (·, 

I '.I 

0.0258 ().0244 0.0242 0.0252 0J)274 0.0308 12 0.0482 0.0564 
2 0.0236 0.0267 0.0300 0J)343 0.0397 O.f)462 0.0537 
-;:: 
·-' 0.0261 0.0385 0.0446 0.0515 
4 0.0285 0.0325 0.0375 0.0420 0.0496 
5 0J)24f3 0.027ti 0.0317 0.()420 0.0481 
r= ,_; f).0271 0.0310 0.0356 0.0410 (H)468 
7 0.0348 (U)400 0J)456 
;=; 
•..; 0.0339 0.0390 0.0454 
9 0.03BO 
10 0.0423 

1 1 


